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A

Context

1.0 Introduction
1.1

The Planning Committee is requested to endorse the content of this Local
Impact Report (LIR) relating to the proposed Brechfa Forest Connection
Project. The development proposal comprises a new electricity connection
from Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm to an existing overhead line near
Llandyfaelog, 10km south of Carmarthen.

1.2

The proposed development is classified as a Nationally Significant
Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the terms of the Planning Act 2008 and
the applicant, Western Power Distribution (WPD) has submitted an application
for a Development Consent Order (DCO) to construct the connection.

1.3

Carmarthenshire County Council (the Council) are the host authority for this
development however the application for the DCO will be processed and
examined by the Planning Inspectorate (Pins) who will make a
recommendation on whether the DCO should be granted to the Secretary of
State (SoS) for Energy and Climate Change. The SoS will make the final
decision on the application. Members will recall that the Brechfa Forest West
Wind Farm (which this proposal intends to connect) went through the same
consenting process. The application was accepted for consideration by the
Planning Inspectorate on 24th June 2015. The Examination stage of the
process commenced on 7th October 2015 and is due to end on 6th April 2016.
If the DCO is granted by the SoS the Council is the responsible authority for
discharging planning conditions (Requirements) and enforcing against non
compliance of the Order.

1.4

Under the Planning Act 2008 (PA 2008), the Local Authority in which the
proposal is located is a significant statutory consultee whose involvement in
the process is both consultative and informative. The Council’s officers have
undertaken extensive pre-application discussion with the applicant in respect
of advising what information is required to accompany the application, as well
evaluating the local impacts of the proposed scheme prior to formal
submission. The Council has also provided formal representations regarding
the statement of community consultation (SoCC) in accordance with S.48 of
the Act, as well as providing representations to Pins regarding the adequacy
of the consultation carried out by the applicant (s.55 of the Act). Members
have been kept informed of this process by presentations from the Head of
Planning to the Planning Committee, whilst endorsing the response to
applicant under Section 42 of the PA 2008 and the Statement of Community
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Consultation. Notwithstanding this members of the Council passed the
following motion on 10th July 2013.
‘That Carmarthenshire County Council finds it totally unacceptable that the
proposed Brechfa Forest wind farm(s) National Grid connection should be
made via an overhead line supported by wooden pylons. As the Council itself
has no statutory power in this matter, we ask the UK Energy Secretary to
ensure that the connection cable is laid underground for its entire length”.
1.5

Subsequent to the motion being passed the applicant has outlined its final
proposal which primarily involves an overhead line connection, with
approximately 3.3km of the line placed underground beneath the River Tywi,
part of its flood plain and valley sides.

1.6

In addition to the Council the Applicant has also consulted local members,
community councils, local residents, statutory and non statutory consultees
and amenity groups separately to obtain their views on the scheme.
Purpose of the Local Impact Report

1.7

The Planning Inspectorate strongly encourages Local Authorities to produce
and submit a Local Impact Report (LIR) at the Examination stage of the
process. The sole definition of an LIR is given in s.60(3) of the Act as a ‘report
in writing giving details of the likely impact of the proposed development on
the authority’s area (or any part of that area)’

1.8

This document comprises the Council’s Local Impact Report and has been
prepared in accordance with the above definition and in line with Planning
Inspectorate Advice Note One: Local Impact Reports (April 2012).

1.9

The Council’s LIR has been prepared by the Planning Services Division with
input from officers of the Council specialising in ecology, landscape and
conservation, public access / recreation, noise and air quality and
transportation. The LIR also contains input from specialist consultants in the
area of landscape and visual impact.

1.10 The purpose of the LIR is for the Council to advise PINS on what local
impacts it considers the proposed development will have on the local area by
reference to specific issues. Details of how negative impacts can be overcome
and mitigated for will be provided where relevant. It will also appraise the
proposed development’s compliance with local planning policy and guidance
and offer views on the Development Consent Order provisions, requirements
and obligations. ‘Relevant Representations’ which are available to inspect on
the Pins website have been looked at in preparing the LIR. The content of the
Consultation Report prepared by WPD has also been referred to. These
responses have provided an evidence base upon which to formulate the LIR.
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2.0 Structure of the Local Impact Report
2.1

The report has been structured into a logical format whereby an initial section
on ‘Context’ (Part A) will provide details of the proposal and information about
the area and environs in which it is proposed to be located. Details of the
connecting wind farm development and how this relates to the proposal will
also be provided.

2.2

Part B will describe the Impacts of the proposal on the local area by focusing
on specific issues such as transportation, landscape and ecology. In
accordance with PINS guidance the Council intends to describe whether the
impacts of the project in relation to each issue have positive, negative or
neutral effects. This section will also appraise the applicant’s Environmental
Assessment and confirm whether mitigation proposals to address scheme
impacts are adequate.

2.3

Part C of the LIR will carry out an assessment of the proposal against the
Council’s planning policies contained within the Local Development Plan
(December, 2014), along with commentary of the proposal’s relationship with
national planning policies.

2.4

Part D covers the key aspects of the draft Development Consent Order
(DCO), these being the Provisions, Requirements and Obligations. The
Council will indicate whether it agrees with what has been provided in the draft
DCO and where necessary suggestions for amendments and additional
matters to be covered will be provided giving reasons why.

2.5

The final section (Part E) will provide a summary of the impacts and
assessments detailed in the LIR. However a balancing exercise will not be
carried out, as this is the responsibility of the Examiner in making his
recommendation.

3.0 Development
Details
3.1.

Consent

Order

(DCO)

Application

The proposed development, which is a 132,000 volts (132kv) single circuit
connection, will comprise both overhead line (OHL) and sections of
underground cable (UGC). It will run from the substation at Brechfa Forest
West wind farm and carry electricity from this consented but un-built
generating facility to an existing connection point located approximately
10km to the south of Carmarthen and 3km east of the River Towy estuary at
Llandyfaelog.
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3.2.

The connection will measure 28.6km in length, with approximately 25.3km
on an overhead line supported by wooden poles and approximately 3.3km
of underground cable beneath the River Towy and part of its valley floor and
sides.

3.3

The electricity conductors will be carried on the wooden poles. The three
conductor wires will be supported on insulators mounted on galvanised
steel cross-arms above the wooden pole. A fibre optic cable, forming part of
the circuit will be used to transmit data along length of the connection in
relation to the operation of the line, including fault detection during operation
and to operate protection equipment in the event of a fault occurring.

3.4

A total of 203 pole locations are proposed with the majority being single
poles (65%), with 35% being twin poles. Their typical height ranges from
13m to 17m. The DCO proposes a vertical limit of deviation (LoD) which will
allow for a +/- 2m increase or decrease in the vertical height of each pole.
Up to 2.7m will be buried in the ground.

3.5

Twin pole structures will be used at angle positions where the line direction
changes. They will also be used for intermediate pole positions where the
altitude exceeds 300m AOD.

3.6

The span distance between poles averages approximately 190m but will
vary depending on existing topographical conditions and the conductor
loading (depending on conductor number/type). Spans will also vary to
accommodate the need to cross other transmission infrastructure.

3.7

The overhead section of the line will require small construction teams to
access pole locations through existing farm and field entrances, the majority
of which will not require modification. Once all the poles are in place, the
conductors can be strung between poles. Where the OHL crosses roads
there will be either traffic management or temporary scaffolding and netting.

3.8

Construction materials will be delivered to the main construction compound
located at the county showground and the two satellite compounds located
in the Brechfa Forest and adjacent to the undergrounding section, south of
the A485. Materials will subsequently be transferred to individual work sites
by appropriate vehicles fitted with lifting apparatus.

3.9

The underground section of the cable is insulated and is constructed using
different materials to those used for the overhead line conductor. Cables will
be installed in either an open cut trench, or in ducts within a driven bore,
driven by Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) or by hydraulic ram, also
called thrust boring. The majority of the underground cable will be laid by
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open cut trenching, however HDD will be used when crossing: the River
Towy; Bwlch Stream and Abergwili Mill Leat; A40 (T); Abergwili Road; and
Nant Crychiau River.
3.10

The construction phase of the proposed development is likely to take 9
months and this will include a month of reinstatement works. The
undergrounding works would last about four months. In both instances,
ecological timing restrictions will need to be respected (e.g. bird nesting, fish
migration). Once the line is operational, it will be inspected for damage or
deterioration on an annual basis.

4.0 SITE APPRAISAL
4.1

The proposed development is linear in nature and crosses a variety of
landscapes and areas where sensitive impacts have to be assessed. Before
proposing its final alignment the applicant had gone through an iterative
design process of avoiding the most sensitive land uses and environmental
constraints.

4.2

To make these connections the alignment will pass through four principal
landscape areas as referred to by the Landscape Character Map of Wales,
CCW (2008):

4.3

Between the southern connection point at Llandyfaelog and just east of
Llangunnor (a distance of approximately 10km) the route passes through
the western fringes of the Gwendraeth Vales, an area of pastoral
countryside generally within a topographical range of approximately 40m to
140m above ordnance datum (AOD).

4.4

The Towy Valley section comprises an area of flat open pastoral farmland at
a general elevation of 10m AOD. The low lying valley also accommodates a
reasonably high frequency of listed buildings and structures as well as being
a Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest in Wales
(RLOHIW), and is part of the locally-designated Tywi Valley Special
Landscape Area. Important east-west road connections (A40, B4300) are
also present along the valley floor. The B4300 is also the route of National
Cycle Route 47 in this locality.

4.5

The Carmarthenshire Foothills section provides the link from the Towy
Valley northwards to the south western fringes of the Cambrian Mountains.
The land elevation rises from approximately 10m AOD at the Towy Valley
up to approximately 200m AOD in the vicinity of Alltwalis. The area is varied
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with a mix of agricultural land, a series of settlements along the A485 and
areas of wooded countryside.
4.6

The northern Cambrian Mountains section ranges in elevation from
approximately 200m AOD to a maximum of approximately 320m AOD. In
the context of the application site, this area primarily comprises extensive
areas of coniferous forestry.

5.0 Relevant Planning History and Associated Issues
Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm
5.1

The Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change granted
development consent for a wind farm comprising 28 turbines (145m to blade
tip) at Brechfa Forest West on 12th March 2013. The site project is expected
to have an installed generating capacity of 56-84MW.

5.2

The site comprises a large irregular parcel of land covering an area of
approximately 1041ha, located within the Brechfa Forest, approximately
10km northeast of Carmarthen, Carmarthenshire. The site comprises two
distinct physical components, namely a long ‘finger’ of privately owned
farmland, which extends from the north western periphery of the main body
of the site, and a large area of commercial forestry owned by the Welsh
Government and managed by the Forestry Commission Wales. The
elevation of the site ranges from 200mAOD adjacent to the proposed site
access to 358mAOD at Mynydd Rhos-wen. (Appendix 1 refers)

5.3

Felling works in advance of the wind farm’s construction were completed by
the developer in February 2015. A number of applications for the discharge
of pre-commencement DCO Requirements are currently being processed
by the Local Planning Authority. Subject to the discharge of these
Requirements the developer intends to commence work on site towards the
end of 2015.

5.4

The proposed Brechfa Connection Project seeks development consent to
connect to this wind farm and transport energy to the electricity network. If
granted the Council will be responsible for enforcing and monitoring the
DCO.

5.5

The applicant has indicated that the delivery of abnormal loads along the
A485 will over-sail the working area of the section of undergrounding
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working area north of Glangwili bridge, and could require the temporary
closure of the north bound carriageway.

Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm
5.6

The Brechfa Forest East wind farm was approved by the Local Planning
Authority on 22nd October 2014. The development will comprise 12 turbines
(145m blade tip height) and have an installed capacity of 24-36MW
depending on turbine selection (Appendix 1 refers). It had originally been
intended to connect the proposed development to this wind farm, however,
the wind farm developer (RWE Innogy UK Ltd) has requested that WPD
remove this section of the grid connection from their submitted project. This
has resulted in the shortening of the proposed line. The Council has
received no subsequent information or applications from RWE indicating an
intention to proceed with development or discharge planning conditions
relating to the Brechfa Forest East consent.
Temporary Construction Compound – United Counties Showground,
Nantyci, Carmarthen

5.7

Planning permission was granted by the Local Planning Authority on 2 nd
October 2015 (Application Number W/32499) for a temporary construction
compound on an area of unused land within the Nantyci Showground
complex on the outskirts of Carmarthen. The permission expires on 2nd
October 2018 and the developer will be expected to reinstate the site to its
former condition. The permission also includes planning conditions
restricting the hours of operation and the height of materials and temporary
buildings within the site.

5.8

The compound will provide an area for the storage of wooden poles and
wiring along with vehicles and temporary office buildings. Access will be
gained onto the A40 trunk road via the Travellers Rest roundabout. No
highway safety concerns are envisaged, whilst the temporary nature of the
compound will ensure no long term landscape and visual impacts.

6.0 Planning Constraints
6.1

This section of the LIR will highlight land use planning constraints that exist
along the length of the proposed grid connection. This will include reference
to local development plan designations as well as international
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designations. A more comprehensive assessment of the proposal against
the relevant local plan policies identified will follow in section B of this LIR.
6.2

The section of proposed overhead line from the substation at Brechfa
Forest West to terminal pole 87 is not covered by any specific local
development plan land use designations with the exception of areas of
Aggregate Safeguarding in respect of sand and gravel between
Rhydargaeau and Pontarsais (Policy MPP3 of the LDP refers). Pole
numbers 176 to 203 will be located within Strategic Search Area (SSA) G as
defined by Technical Advice Note 8 (2005). SSA G is wholly contained
within the administrative boundaries of Carmarthenshire. SSAs were
identified by the former Assembly Government on efficiency and
environmental grounds as the best means to deliver onshore wind power in
Wales. The Assembly Government identified seven SSAs where large scale
(over 25MW) onshore wind development should be concentrated (Appendix
2 refers).

6.3

The undergrounding section of the line will cross a number of national and
local policy designations as detailed below. (Appendix 3 refers to Local
Development Plan policy designations.)

6.4

The section of line to the north of Frondeg (514246N; 041638W) falls within
a Regionally Important Geological/Geomorphological Site (RIGS). In this
case the designation relates to the ‘Peniel Cuttings’, an area of rock which
through engineering has exposed previously unseen geology. RIGS are
covered by Policy EQ3 of the LDP. An assessment of the proposal against
this policy will be carried out in Part C of the LIR.

6.5

To the immediate south of the RIGS designation the underground section of
the line enters the Tywi Valley Special Landscape Area (SLA). The section
of overhead line between poles 85-79 is also within the SLA. SLAs
represent non-statutory designations which were identified following a
formal assessment of the landscape qualities of the county. Their
designation utilised the former Countryside Council for Wales’ Guidance
Note on applying results from LANDMAP data, and mainly reflect overall
aspect area values categorised as being ‘outstanding’ and ‘high’. Policy
EQ6 of the LDP covers SLAs and an assessment against the policy will
follow in Section C of the LIR.

6.6

The section of underground line is wholly within an Aggregate Safeguarding
Area for sand and gravel. This designation falls under Policy MPP3 of the
LDP and comprises an extensive geographical area across the flood plain
of the Towy valley.
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6.7

The river Towy itself is designated as a Special Area of Conservation
(SAC), a European designated site. The decision maker in this instance
must consider whether the project will have significant effects on the site
either alone or in combination with other plans or projects. The applicant
has provided a Habitat Regulations Assessment No Significant Effects
Report (NSER) for the competent authority to consider. The river is also
covered by a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) designation.

6.8

To the south of the Towy valley flood plain, between Poles 79 and the
termination of the southern alignment at Pole 1, there is only one land
based constraint identified on the LDP proposal map, that being a narrow
section of a Sand and Gravel safeguarding area (between Tyllwynd and
Kings Oak – 515034N; 041610W). It is broadly at this location that the OHL
will have to span across the A48 trunk road. Further areas where the OHL
crosses roads are detailed in the applicant’s submission documents.

6.9

The proposed connection line crosses zone C2 flood areas designated for
the river Gwili and Twyi. Undergrounding of the line will take place under
these designations.
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B

Local Impacts

7.

Introduction

7.1

The PINS Advice Note: Local Impact Reports (April 2012) states that the
LIR “...should consist of a statement of positive, neutral and negative local
impacts, but it does not need to contain a balancing exercise between
positive and negatives...” It further states that: “It would assist the
Commission if the local authority is able to give its views on the relative
importance of different social environmental or economic issues and the
impact of the scheme on them”.

7.2

This section of the LIR is set out in accordance with the guidance and
provides an assessment of the proposal’s positive, negative and neutral
impacts.

8.

Landscape and Visual

8.1

The landscape and visual assessment of the proposal has been prepared
by consultants (Anthony Jellard Associates (AJA)), as part of a joint
commission on behalf of the Council and Natural Resources Wales (NRW).
Principal Issues in Environment Statement

8.2

The Section 42 Response presented by Carmarthenshire Council to the
content of the Chapter 9 - Landscape and Visual Assessment of the original
draft Environmental Statement (ES) identified a number of disagreements
and concerns in respect of the content of the document. The revised ES has
addressed most of these issues. The Council is also aware of the ‘Initial
Assessment of Principal Issues’ arising from consideration by the Examining
Authority. These issues are clarified and summarised below.
Scheme Design: Undergrounding

8.3

The proposed undergrounding of that section of the proposed line under the
Towy Valley is a positive feature of the project which will overcome the
significant adverse effects on this sensitive landscape. However, the
Council notes that a short length of the proposed overhead line crosses the
southern extent of the Towy Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding
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Historic Interest in Wales [RLOHIW] and locally designated Special
Landscape Area [SLA] - refer to Landscape effects below, at 8.4.
Assessment of Landscape Effects
8.4

The Council consider that the approach to the assessment of landscape
effects taken by the ES - to identify Project Landscape Character Areas
[pLCAs] to describe the landscape effects - is acceptable, and it is in line
with current guidance.

8.5

It is noted that additional text has been provided in the revised ES, at
section 9.7.14, that describes the assessment of landscape effects at pLCA
5: ‘Middleton Hills South of Llangunor’. This area lies within the Towy Valley
RLOHIW and the Towy Valley SLA on the southern valley sides and is
crossed by 0.7km of the overhead line, carried on 1 angle twin pole and 4
single poles. We note that pLCA5 is predicated on the extensive LANDMAP
Visual and Sensory Area Middleton Hills [CRMRTVS960] which is evaluated
as ‘Moderate’, and that this lower evaluation has influenced the lower
assessment of its landscape value as being ‘Medium-High’ [compared to
CRMRTVS274], despite confirmation by the ES that it is ‘designated as part
of the Towy Valley and Towy Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding
Historic Interest in Wales.’1 AJA note that a ‘Medium-High’ evaluation is not
included in the landscape evaluation criteria used in the ES.2 Advised by
AJA it is the Council’s opinion that the existence of these two underlying
landscape designations should signify a high landscape value in their own
right, and that pLCA 5 should be ascribed the same ‘High’ value as pLCA 6.
It AJA’s opinion, shared by officers, that the assessment of effects which
are considered by the ES to be ‘Minor – Not Significant’ – and which we
consider are adverse - may be slightly understated. This is, as a result of
the lower value ascribed to this pLCA, when this value is used in
accordance with the ES methodology detailed at section 9.4.20.

8.6

AJA agree with the identification of pLCA6 and confirm that, while it is
strongly predicated on the underlying LANDMAP Visual and Sensory [V&S]
Aspect Area Dyffryn Tywi Valley Sides South [CRMRTVS274], the northern
boundary of this pLCA does not accord with the boundary of the Dyffryn
Tywi Valley Sides South V&S Aspect Area. AJA note that the ES describes
the pLCA6 area as ‘a side valley to the main Towy valley’3. From their
review of the underlying Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas data, we confirm
that the area is explicitly described as having a ‘special or functional link’
with the Towy valley floor and the northern Towy valley sides, ‘as these
three areas are all part of the same valley, and should be considered

1

Brechfa Forest Connection Environmental Statement, Chapter 9 Volume 6.2 section 9.7.14
Brechfa Forest Connection Environmental Statement, Chapter 9 Volume 6.2 section 9.4.12
3
Brechfa Forest Connection Environmental Statement, Chapter 9 Volume 6.2 section 9.7.13
2
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together for many purposes’.4 Furthermore, this point is amplified by the
V&S Aspect Area data for the Dyffryn Tywi Flood Plain [CRMRTVS311]
which confirms that the valley floor is ‘intimately linked to the adjacent valley
sides’. The LANDMAP Visual & Sensory Aspect Specialist also saw fit to
provide ‘Additional Comments’ within the data for the Dyffryn Tywi Valley
Sides South Aspect Area which make the observation that ‘This southern
side of the valley is part of the Dyffryn Tywi and the three aspect areas that
make up this larger landscape area should be considered as one, however
this is not advised through the LANDMAP methodology which requires that
the level valley floor is considered separately to the valley sides… The value
of the three areas when considered together is probably greater than when
they are considered as component parts.’ 5 The proposed line route crosses
approximately 0.3km of pLCA6 as an overhead line carried on three types of
support: 1 single pole, 1 twin pole and 1 four-pole termination point. North of
this termination point, it runs underground for approximately 0.1km. AJA
disagree with the applicant’s assessment of landscape effects assessed by
the ES as ‘Minor – Not Significant’ for this pLCA. The ES does not explicitly
make the judgement that the predicted landscape effects are adverse; AJA
believe that they would be adverse. Whilst they acknowledge that the ES
has taken into account the underlying landscape value derived from the
existence of the Registered Historic Landscape and the SLA designations, it
is AJA’s opinion that the overall assessment of low-medium landscape
character susceptibility ascribed to the baseline landscape of pLCA6 is
understated, using the ‘indicators of higher sensitivity’6 as detailed in the ES.
AJA believe that by applying the stated ES criteria to the correct level of
landscape character susceptibility the assessor should arrive at a level
which is at least medium. If a medium level of landscape character
susceptibility is ascribed, when combined with the underlying high
landscape value and the level of magnitude of change predicted in the ES,
this would result in a level of overall landscape effect which, in AJA’s
opinion, could be significant and adverse. Officers agree with this expert
advice.
8.7

AJA and officers acknowledge the reduction in the assessed level of
significance of landscape effects on the Towy Valley which has resulted
directly from the decision by WPD to underground the ‘section of the route
across most of the Towy Valley SLA’ 7, and we note that the ES has not
identified any significant landscape effects within the SLA. In AJA’s opinion,
the ES - whilst referring to it in the Appendices - has understated within the
main text the importance and the ramifications of the existence of the Tywi
Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest in Wales,
which is underlying this landscape, and may be a material consideration in
the planning process.8 Throughout the entire consultation process on this

4

LANDMAP Visual & Sensory Collector CRMRTVS274; 22.05.2008
LANDMAP Visual & Sensory Collector CRMRTVS274; 22.05.2008
6
Brechfa Forest Connection Environmental Statement, Chapter 9 Volume 6.2 section 9.4.9
7
Brechfa Forest Connection Environmental Statement, Chapter 9 Volume 6.2 section 9.12.1
8
Planning Policy Wales: paragraphs 6.4.9 and 6.5.25
5
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project, we AJA consistently advised both CCC and NRW of the potential
for unacceptable adverse landscape and visual effects to occur where an
overhead line as proposed would have to cross the Towy Valley. These
factors do not appear to have influenced the ES assessor in ascribing an
appropriate level of landscape susceptibility to change of the type
envisaged. The assessor has addressed the local landscape designation of
SLA appropriately, but does not explicitly acknowledge the additional
weighting which should be applied because of the existence of the
Registered Landscape in the ES. Therefore, it remains a concern that there
are potentially significant adverse residual landscape effects on this narrow
section of the Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest, and
on the locally designated Special Landscape Area [SLA], of the Towy
Valley. The entry on the register notes in the summary box that the Towy
Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest is ‘A long,
narrow river valley of renowned scenic quality from its source in the south of
the Cambrian Mountains to its estuary in Carmarthen Bay, containing
ancient route corridors and the setting for an unrivalled group of planned
landscapes.’ This observation is supported by the data for all three of the
underlying LANDMAP V&S Aspect Areas which describe the Towy Valley in
this locality, each of which has ‘Scenic Quality’ evaluated as ‘Outstanding’.
In AJA’s opinion, these residual adverse landscape effects are entirely
avoidable, by means of a short southern extension to that section of the
route being proposed for undergrounding. Officers agree with this expert
advice.
Assessment of Visual Effects
8.8

AJA and officers agree with the assessment at Viewpoint 11 that the
proposed line – and in particular the four pole termination point, partially
viewed against the skyline -, will result in significant and, in the opinion of
AJA and officers, adverse, visual effects on recreational users of the public
right of way classified as a Byway Open to All Traffic [BOAT]. We note that
this BOAT connects with the National Cycle Route 45 along the B4300 at it
northern extent, adjacent to the tourist facility at Pant Farm Touring Caravan
and Camping Site. We note that the description for the Towy Valley SLA
which is included in the Carmarthenshire LDP (at Appendix 4) provides the
following commentary in respect of this locality within the Towy valley: ‘The
lower Tywi valley down stream of Llandovery consists of the wide level flood
plain, together with its northern and southern slopes which provide
outstanding views over the valley and from the north towards the Brecon
Beacons.’ The LANDMAP data for all three of the underlying V&S Aspect
Areas in this section of the Towy Valley notes that there are no detractive
views either into or out from these Aspect Areas. There would be significant
adverse effects on local views which would arise from the inclusion of a
300-metre section of overhead line within the landscape of the southern
valley sides, as proposed. Part of this conclusion derives from the fact that
the three proposed poles are all different and culminate in a four-pole
terminal feature which has greater visual mass. These effects need to be
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judged in the context of the description of the Registered Historic
Landscape and the local LANDMAP outstanding evaluations of scenic
quality, as noted in 8.7, above.
Assessment of Cumulative Effects
8.9

Officers, following AJA’s advice, have previously raised concerns regarding
the potential understatement of the predicted cumulative effects in the
southern corridor, arising from convergence with the existing high voltage
overhead line - for example, along the lane leading-off the A484. The
wireframe diagram at Figure 9.5, for Viewpoint 5b and 5c, depicts the
proposed line, carried on twin wood poles, converging with the existing
400kV line, carried on steel lattice towers. AJA agree with the assessment
of ‘medium’ and significant adverse combined cumulative effects at this
location, although they consider that the ‘negligible’ additional cumulative
effect predicted may be slightly understated, although remaining Not
Significant and adverse.9 Furthermore, AJAagree that it ‘would be limited to
highly localised effects’.10 They note that the ES does confirm that ‘the
assessment has acknowledged the theoretical risk that an additional
overhead line could give rise to a converging wirescape that could result in
overhead line infrastructure becoming a more prominent or defining
characteristic of these areas’.11 However, the ES concludes that ‘the route
alignment process has identified a location where any minor adverse affects
associated with the crossing of these lines and local convergence of
overhead infrastructure would be minimised..’ 12 - and confirms that these
‘have been judged within both the cumulative and non-cumulative
assessment as not significant.’13
Effectiveness of the mitigation proposals

8.10

The details of design and alignment mitigation proposals are reasonably
described, together with other mitigation measures, including the landscape
reinstatement works proposed to underground sections of the route. AJA
note that ‘no locations have been identified where additional mitigation has
been recommended (i.e. planting specifically to help soften or screen the
appearance)’. Given the correctly assessed significant – and in their and
officers’ opinion, adverse – visual effects on residential and recreational
receptors [as detailed in ES Chapter 9 9.7.35], we note the lack of screen
planting and other landscape design to mitigate the significant adverse
landscape and visual effects. We are aware that the National Policy
Statement for Energy (EN-1) states that ‘adverse landscape and visual

9

Brechfa Forest Connection Environmental Statement, Appendix 9.4, Volume 6.4 page 15
Brechfa Forest Connection Environmental Statement, Chapter 9 Volume 6.2 section 9.11.22
11
Brechfa Forest Connection Environmental Statement, Chapter 9 Volume 6.2 section 9.11.22
12
Brechfa Forest Connection Environmental Statement, Chapter 9 Volume 6.2 section 9.11.23
13
Brechfa Forest Connection Environmental Statement, Chapter 9 Volume 6.2 section 9.11.21
10
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effects may be minimised through appropriate siting of infrastructure within
that site, design including colours and materials, and landscaping
schemes’.14 The Council are however pursuing a planning obligation with
the developer to secure an increase in landscaping along land adjacent to
the grid alignment.
Summary
8.11

Officers’ consider that the project will have Negative impacts on landscape
character and visual amenity in the following areas:


Impacts on the landscape character and qualities of Towy Valley
RLOHIW and the Towy Valley SLA [refer Holford Rules NPS EN-5,
section 2.8.6]



Impacts on the visual amenity of local residents [as detailed in ES
Chapter 9 9.7.35]



Impacts upon recreational users of wider public footpath network [as
detailed in ES Chapter 9 9.7.35]



Cumulative effects arising from converging/diverging lines [at viewpoint
5, refer Holford Rules NPS EN-5, section 2.8.6]

9.

Ecology

9.1

The Council’s Planning Ecologist and Landscape Conservation Manager
have provided comments on the project’s impact upon habitat and
biodiversity interests as well as national and internationally designated sites.
Habitats Regulations Assessment - No Significant Effects Report
(NSER).

9.2
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The Proposed Development crosses the Afon Tywi Special Area of
Conservation (SAC) (River Towy) near to Carmarthen. The Carmarthen Bay
and Estuaries SAC is 7.35km downstream of this crossing point. The
closest pole is 1.79km east of the Carmarthen Bay and Estuaries SAC.
Under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (the
Habitat Regulations) these sites qualify as Natura 2000 sites.

Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1), DECC July 2011
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9.3

It is a requirement of the Habitats Directive (1992), under Article 6(3) that
any developments that may affect a Natura 2000 site (SAC, SPA); either
individually or in combination with other plans or projects, will require a
detailed following the requirements set out in regulation 61 of the
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations (2010) (This legislation
transposes the requirements of the Habitats Directive (1992) and the Birds
Directive (2009) into UK law).

9.4

The competent authority (decision-maker) for the Proposed Development is
the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change, who will decide
whether to grant a Development Consent Order (DCO) for the project. The
decision-maker must consider whether the project will have significant
effects on any Natura 2000 (European) site or any site to which the same
protection is applied, either alone or in combination with other plans or
projects. This requirement is reflected in TAN 5 and within Carmarthenshire
County Council policy - SP14 of the Local Development Plan.
Carmarthen Bay and Estuaries Special Area of Conservation (SAC)

9.5

There are six Annex I marine habitats which are the primary reason for the
designation of Carmarthen Bay and Estuaries SAC. Twaite shad are also a
primary reason for the designation of this site as the species migrate
through the waters of Carmarthen Bay to reach spawning sites in the Afon
Tywi. Additional qualifying features of the site are the presence of three
other fish species of conservation significance and Otter. The developer’s
Habitats Regulations Assessment - No Significant Effects Report (NSER)
concludes that there are no likely impacts anticipated from the project on
any feature of Carmarthen Bay and Estuaries SAC. CCC is in agreement
with this assessment and considers the impacts on this designated site are
likely to be neutral.
Afon Tywi SAC

9.6

Otter (Lutra lutra) and Twaite shad (Alosa fallax) are both Annex II species
and the primary reason for the selection of the Afon Tywi as a SAC.
Additional qualifying features of the site are the presence of five other fish
species of conservation significance. The developers Habitats Regulations
Assessment - No Significant Effects Report (NSER) concludes that there
are no likely impacts anticipated from the project on any feature of Afon
Tywi SAC if avoidance and mitigation measures are adopted as part of the
proposed scheme during construction. These measures include proposed
Hydraulic Directional Drilling (HDD) crossing burial depths (5m+), timing of
works to avoid disturbance and migration periods, proposed lighting
measures, proposed buffer zones and working areas, proposed working
hours, proposed pre-construction checks for protected species, proposed
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pollution prevention and control measures and monitoring as detailed in the
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) and the production
of a Frac-Out Contingency Plan. Providing these measures are secured via
a written requirement in the DCO, the Council are in agreement with the
assessment and consider the impacts on this designated site are likely to be
neutral.
Ecology
9.7

National Planning Statement EN-1 states at paragraph 5.3.3 that “where
development is subject to EIA the applicant should ensure that the ES
clearly sets out any effects on internationally, nationally and locally
designated sites of ecological or geological conservation importance, on
protected species and on habitats and other species identified as being of
principal importance for the conservation of biodiversity” and demonstrate
how the project has taken advantage of opportunities to conserve and
enhance biodiversity conservation interests. These requirements are also
reflected within Chapter 5 of Planning Policy Wales, TAN 5 and also within
Carmarthenshire County Council Local Development Plan policies – SP1,
SP14, SP17, EQ4 and EQ5.

9.8

The ecology chapter of the ES summarises ecological impacts that may arise
from construction and operation of the proposed grid connection. Various
surveys have been carried out along the route alignment to identify habitats of
conservation value and to assess and confirm where necessary the suitability
of the habitats for legally protected animals and notable species. The
applicant has committed to producing a habitat management plan (HMP) prior
to construction which will set out mitigation measures and enhancement. The
CEMP includes measures to prevent breaches in legislation in relation to
protected species. A habitat enhancement scheme is also proposed. The
CEMP, HMP and enhancement scheme must all be secured in the DCO and
by S106 legal agreement where necessary.

9.9

CCC’s views on the impacts as set out in chapter 10 of the ES are
summarised below.
Afon Tywi (SSSI/SAC) and Fish

9.10

CCC considers impacts to be neutral as set out in Habitats Regulations
Assessment - No Significant Effects Report (NSER) - see above.
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Notable Habitats:
Bog at Rhydargaeau (Blanket Bog Section 42 habitat)
9.11

. The ES concludes that there are no significant effects anticipated from the
project on the bog at Rhydargaeau, if embedded mitigation measures and
management measures are adopted as part of the proposed scheme.
These measures include the use of twin poles to avoid the need for
foundations, micro-siting poles in less sensitive areas, minimising access
track length, using protective surfacing for access and implementing strict
controls on working areas.CCC consider these mitigation measures should
ensure impacts on the habitat are neutral, these must be secured via written
requirements in the DCO.

9.12

In addition the HMP for the scheme claims that enhancements and positive
effects can be achieved by removing a proportion of the mature Scots Pine
trees and preventing subsequent tree colonisation on the bog within the
OHL corridor. It is unclear from the HMP if the proposed mature tree
removal and vegetation management proposals are above and beyond
what is required to deliver the scheme, only measures which are not directly
related to the impacts of the proposed scheme should be considered as
enhancements.

9.13

CCC staff have visited this site and have provided comment on the HMP
proposals. CCC is in disagreement with the current HMP proposals, for the
following reasons:
a) We consider that the mature trees are unlikely to be affecting the
hydrology of the bog, because the trees are located on higher ground
compared to the bog surface and there is also a significant drainage
ditch between the main part of the bog and the Scots Pine trees.
b) We also consider the removal of the trees as proposed is unlikely to
create new areas of bog habitat as the trees are located on a gently
sloping area of higher topography, this area is not considered to be
suitable for the formation of bog habitat, which naturally occurs at the
bottom of the slope on flatter ground where water naturally collects,
beyond the drainage ditch.
c) CCC have made a representation to the applicant that it would be more
beneficial in terms of bog hydrology to block the associated drainage
ditch on the bog site, however this does not currently form part of the
HMP proposals.
d) It is acknowledged that young trees and saplings may establish on the
bog surface in the future and therefore the proposal to prevent any
future tree colonisation of the bog within the OHL corridor would be
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somewhat beneficial, but there is already a maintenance requirement to
deliver tree removal or management within the OHL corridor.
e) CCC acknowledge that the removal of some of the mature trees is
necessary to meet the project requirements and deliver the scheme but
this would not constitute an enhancement as the tree removal is a
requirement of the scheme,
9.14

Therefore on balance CCC consider that the positive effects claimed to be
delivered by the HMP enhancement proposals within the ES are largely
exaggerated. CCC considers the impacts are likely to be neutral for the
reasons given above.
Pingo Complex at Alltwalis (Lowland Meadows, Ponds and Purple
Moorgrass and Rush Pasture Section 42 habitats)

9.15

The ES concludes that there are no significant effects anticipated from the
project on the Pingo Complex at Alltwalis, if embedded mitigation measures
are adopted as part of the proposed scheme. These measures include,
micro-siting poles in less sensitive areas, using protective surfacing for
access and implementing strict controls on working areas as detailed in the
CEMP. Providing these measures are secured via a written requirement in
the DCO, the Council is in agreement with the assessment and consider the
impacts on this habitat are likely to be neutral.
Lowland Mixed Deciduous Woodland and Wet Woodland (Section 42
habitats) and Other Woodlands

9.16

The ES concludes that there is a significant negative effect anticipated from
the project on Lowland Mixed Deciduous Woodland and Wet Woodland at a
site level (Nant Morlais Woodland – Target Note 1, Target note 48a, Target
Note 2c and 2e) during construction and operation. Embedded mitigation
measures for the proposed scheme include, installing the line along the
alignment of an existing line which will be diverted, reducing vehicle access,
carrying out staged removal of woodland, siting poles outside the woodland.
The scheme will result in the loss of approximately 20 mature trees, which
will be felled/coppiced or occasionally left as habitat poles. This clearance
will create a ride that will be planted with hazel and native local providence
species to provide foraging for resident dormice. Providing these measures
are secured via a written requirement in the DCO and part of the CEMP and
HMP, the Council is in agreement with the assessment and consider the
impacts on this habitat are negative but only at a site scale.
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Plantation Woodland
9.17

The ES concludes that there is a significant positive effect anticipated from
the project on ecology at a site level. 9ha of plantation woodland will be
removed within Brechfa Forest to accommodate the new line and create a
new forest ride. It is considered that the clearance of this area has potential
to result in the creation of native habitats which will provide enhancement
compared to existing habitats. The HMP suggests management measures
including replanting of areas with scrub and tree species, scalloping edges,
targeted ongoing clearance of Sitka spruce, provision of dead wood
features and habitat piles. If these measures are secured via a written
requirement in the DCO and as part of the CEMP and HMP, CCC are in
agreement with the assessment and consider this element of the scheme
has potential to deliver positive effects at a site level. We however advise
that the encouragement of natural regeneration of scrub and native species
may be preferable to considerable replanting.
Hedgerows (Section 42 Habitat)

9.18

The ES concludes that there is a significant negative effect anticipated from
the project on hedgerows at a site level during construction and operation.
Embedded mitigation measures for the proposed scheme include,
hedgerow translocation and reinstatement within the underground sections.
An enhancement scheme and monetary contribution is also proposed to
mitigate and enhance the surrounding geographical area. Measures which
will likely be delivered as part of this scheme include laying of hedgerows
and planting of new hedgerows. Providing these measures are secured via
a written requirement in the DCO and S106, CCC consider the impacts on
this habitat are negative at a site scale, but over the longer term the
measures put in place will deliver positive effects at a site level which will
mitigate any short term negative effects.
Purple Moor Grass and Rush Pasture (Section 42 habitat)

9.19

The ES concludes that there are no significant effects anticipated from the
project on marshy grassland habitats, if embedded mitigation measures and
management measures are adopted as part of the proposed scheme.
These measures include, micro-siting poles in less sensitive areas, using
protective surfacing for access and implementing strict controls on working
areas and suitable equipment. Providing these measures are secured via a
written requirement in the DCO and part of the CEMP and HMP, CCC are in
agreement with the assessment and consider the impacts on this habitat
are likely to be neutral.
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Mature trees
9.20

The ES concludes that there is a significant negative effect anticipated on
mature trees at a site level during construction and operation. Embedded
mitigation measures for the proposed scheme include, felling and coppicing
trees and occasionally leaving them as habitat poles and carrying out works
to British Standards. Providing these measures are secured via a written
requirement in the DCO and part of the CEMP, the Council is in agreement
with the assessment and consider the impacts on this habitat are negative
but only at a site scale. An enhancement scheme and monetary contribution
are also proposed to mitigate and enhance the surrounding geographical
area. Measures which will likely be delivered as part of this scheme include
the planting of new hedgerow trees and/or areas of trees. Providing these
measures are secured via a written requirement in the DCO and S106, the
Council consider the impacts on mature trees are negative at a site scale,
but over the longer term the measures put in place will deliver positive
effects at a site level which will mitigate any short-medium term negative
effects.
Notable Species:
Badger

9.21

The ES concludes that there are no significant effects anticipated on badger
as part of the proposals. Currently the scheme has assessed that up to 14
setts may experience temporary disturbance during construction.
Embedded mitigation measures for the proposed scheme include re-survey
for setts prior to construction, micro-siting poles where possible to avoid
setts, carrying works out under licence (where appropriate) and timing
works to avoid sensitive periods. Providing these measures are secured via
a written requirement in the DCO and as part of the CEMP, the Council
consider the impacts on the species is likely to be negative in the short
term during construction, but these impacts are unlikely to be significant.
Tree Roosting Bats

9.22

The ES concludes that there are no significant effects anticipated on tree
roosting bats as part of the proposals. Tree surveys did not identify any
actual roost sites; however a small number of trees, that require removal,
were identified as having features with potential to support bats. Embedded
mitigation measures for the proposed scheme include resurveying for roosts
prior to construction, retaining features where possible that may be utilised
by bats or re-using/reattaching features nearby where possible or creating
habitat poles, carrying works out under licence where appropriate and
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timing works to avoid sensitive periods. Providing these measures are
secured via a written requirement in the DCO and as part of the CEMP, the
Council are in agreement with the assessment and consider the impacts on
this species are currently likely to be neutral. However if roosts are
identified prior to construction unforeseen negative impacts may occur.
Foraging and Commuting Bats
9.23

The ES concludes that there are no significant effects anticipated on
commuting and foraging bats as part of the proposals. 7 species of bat were
recorded utilising the application area. Embedded mitigation measures for
the proposed scheme include hedgerow translocation and the timing of
these works and also restricting working to daylight hours. Providing these
measures are secured via a written requirement in the DCO and part of the
CEMP, the Council is in agreement with the assessment and consider the
impacts on this species are currently likely to be neutral. An enhancement
scheme and monetary contribution are also proposed to mitigate and
enhance the surrounding geographical area. Measures which will likely be
delivered as part of this scheme include laying of hedgerows and planting of
new hedgerows and trees. Providing these measures are secured via
S106, the Council consider the impacts on this species over the longer term
will likely be positive.
Birds

9.24

The ES concludes that there are no significant effects anticipated on
Schedule 1 birds or other breeding birds as part of the proposals
(construction and operation). Embedded mitigation measures for the
proposed scheme include re-surveying vegetation prior to clearance,
hedgerow translocation and the timing of these and other vegetation
clearance works and implementation of appropriate buffer zones where
nests are identified. Providing these measures are secured via a written
requirement in the DCO and part of the CEMP, the Council is in agreement
with the assessment and consider the impacts on this species are currently
likely to be neutral. An enhancement scheme and monetary contribution
are also proposed to mitigate and enhance the surrounding geographical
area. Measures which will likely be delivered as part of this scheme include
laying of hedgerows and planting of new hedgerows and trees. Providing
these measures are secured via S106, the Council considers the impacts
on general bird populations over the longer term will likely be positive.
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Dormouse
9.25

The ES concludes that there is a significant negative effect anticipated from
the project on Dormice at a site level (Nant Morlais Woodland – target note
1) during construction and operation. Embedded mitigation measures for
the proposed scheme include, installing the line along the alignment of an
existing line which will be diverted, reducing vehicle access, carrying out
staged removal of woodland, siting poles outside the woodland. The
scheme will result in the loss of approximately 20 mature trees, which will
be felled/coppiced or occasionally left as habitat poles, this clearance will
create a ride that will be planted with hazel and native local providence
species to provide foraging for resident dormice. Other species mitigation
includes undertaking work at less sensitive times, clearing vegetation by
hand and in a sensitive manner, installing nest boxes and creating brash
piles. All measures will be agreed with NRW as part of the EPS licence
requirements and monitored. Providing these measures are secured via a
written requirement in the DCO and part of the CEMP, HMP and relevant
EPS licence, CCC are in agreement with the assessment and consider the
impacts on this species are negative but only at a site scale.
Otter

9.26

The ES concludes that there are no significant effects anticipated on otter
as part of the proposals. Surveys did not identify any active breeding sites
or resting places, however there is a possibility of temporarily disruption to
movement and foraging. Embedded mitigation measures for the proposed
scheme include, proposed lighting measures, proposed buffer zones and
working areas, proposed working hours and working practices, proposed
pre construction checks for protected species, proposed pollution
prevention and control measures and monitoring as detailed in the CEMP.
Providing these measures are secured via a written requirement in the DCO
and part of the CEMP, the Council is in agreement with the assessment and
consider the impacts on this species are currently likely to be neutral.
However if breeding or resting sites are identified prior to construction
unforeseen negative impacts may occur.
Reptiles

9.27

The ES concludes that there are no significant effects anticipated on reptiles
as part of the proposals. Embedded mitigation measures for the proposed
scheme include checking suitable vegetation prior to clearance, the timing
of vegetation clearance works and implementation of appropriate sensitive
clearance techniques where suitable habitat is present, under supervision of
the Ecological Clerk of Works. Providing these measures are secured via a
written requirement in the DCO and part of the CEMP, CCC is in agreement
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with the assessment and considers the impacts on this species are currently
likely to be neutral
Summary of Impact
9.28

The Council considers that there is potential for Negative impacts on
Lowland Mixed Deciduous Woodland and Wet Woodland (Section 42
habitats), badger and dormouse, however, these will be at a site scale in
relation to woodland and dormouse, whilst disturbance during the
construction phase could impact negatively upon badger habitat. Further
Negative impacts have been identified in respect of mature trees and birds;
however, the mitigation proposals put forward will enable the impacts to
become positive in some cases.

9.29

Neutral impacts have been assessed upon the Afon Tywi SAC, Afon Twyi
SSSI, bog at Rhydargaeuau, pingo complex at Alltwalis, purple moor grass
and rush pasture, otter and reptiles. Further neutral impacts have been
identified which can be assessed as positive providing the mitigation
proposed by the applicant is implemented successfully i.e. foraging and
commuting bats

9.30

The recreation of native habitats within the area of plantation woodland to
be felled has been assessed as Positive.

10. Noise, Vibration and Air Quality
10.1

The Council’s Public Protection Division has assessed the project
documents and the scheme’s impact in terms of noise and air quality. Their
assessment is detailed below:
Operational Noise

10.2

Environmental Health officers requested further information from the
applicant with respect to the operational noise of the over head lines at the
pre-application stage. It was clarified that given the separation distances
involved (minimum 70m); noise from the operation of the over head lines
will be inaudible at any noise sensitive receptors. Council officers undertook
a site visit to existing over head lines near the Alltwalis site with WPD. The
evidence submitted along with the site visit satisfied that the Council that the
noise from the over head lines is likely to be inaudible from adjacent
residential properties. WPD also explained that they have not received any
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historic noise complaints with respect to existing 132V overhead lines.
There are no transformers or substations proposed.
10.3

The Council requested further information with regard to mitigation
measures that will be implemented. It was agreed that the following would
be implemented to ensure that noise arising from the operation of the
overhead lines will be inaudible:

10.4

Correct installation of the overhead lines, ensuring conductors are kept
clean and free of surface contaminants, the line will be properly maintained,
annual inspections will be undertaken, biannual helicopter inspections will
be undertaken, quality assurance through manufacturing and transportation
to avoid damage to over head line conductors, appropriately sized
conductor arrangements will be used. These mitigation measures are in
accordance with National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks
Infrastructure (EN-5).

10.5

Based on the above information the Council considers the noise impact
from the operation of the proposed 132V line to be Neutral.
Construction Noise

10.6

There are numerous aspects involved with the construction phase of the
project. Most phases comply with the levels stipulated within BS52281:2009, they are also transient and temporary in nature. It has also been
stipulated that a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will
be submitted prior to the works commencing, as currently the details
regarding the construction phases are unknown. The Council would
welcome that the Requirement provide for the finer details regarding noise
and vibration to be agreed prior to the construction works commencing, so
that the acceptability, for example of nature of work, duration of work and
associated mitigation measures can be agreed.

10.7

With regards to the HDD construction works and replacing existing assets,
the noise levels are above those stipulated in BS5228:2009 for three
properties, however the hours of construction are in accordance with the
above named guidance and it is clarified that the works will be for a short
duration. The insulation trigger levels have not been exceeded.

10.8

A list of mitigation measures has also been submitted with regards to
construction noise, however this can be finalised and agreed in the
Construction Environmental Management Plan that the Council wish to see
submitted to and agreed prior to the construction works commencing.
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10.9

Construction works can give rise to localised disturbance, especially at
those properties where the BS5228-2009 levels have been breached,
therefore it is imperative that a Construction Environmental Noise
Management Plan is devised with consideration for factors, such as (nonexhaustive list) duration of works, location of plant and machinery, hours of
operation, community liaison, complaints handling procedure, mitigation
measures for noise, such as screening, noise monitoring, etc.

10.10 Based on the above information Environmental Health considers the noise
impact from construction works to be Negative. However, the impact will be
transient and temporary in nature and the agreement that further
information in the form of a Construction Environmental Management Plan
will negate the impact as far as practicable.
10.11 The Council’s comments do not prejudice any Environmental Health
enforcement action required as a result of the proposals, therefore it is
important that any development does comply with all Environmental Health
legislation, particularly that of statutory nuisance under the Environmental
Protection Act 1990.
Air Quality
10.12 The approach taken to determine the impacts in the ES are appropriate and
in accordance with relevant legislation and guidance. The Council agrees
with the conclusions that have been reached and confirm that the proposed
mitigation measures, if implemented when required, for the construction
phase of the development should be adequate to minimise impacts in the
localities of interest. Dust impact from construction is not totally avoidable
therefore minor Negative impacts could occur.
Summary of Impacts
10.13 Subject to acceptable operation phase mitigation measures, noise impacts
associated with the project have been judged as having a Neutral effect;
however, the construction stage will result in Negative impacts upon the
nearest noise sensitive properties. Notwithstanding this, these impacts will
be short in duration and can be minimised by effective mitigation that will
need to be outlined in the CEMP prior to construction. Finally in terms of air
quality, dust impact is likely to occur during the construction phase resulting
in a Negative impact, however, this can be minimised by effective mitigation
as detailed in a dust management plan.
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11. Traffic and Transport
11.1

The Primary Road Network that is most likely to be affected by this
development by being part of the proposed access routes or providing direct
points of access includes: A40 (T), A48 (T), A484, A485, B4309.

11.2

The Core Road Network that is most likely to be affected by this
development includes: B4300, B4301, and B4306.
Consultation with WPD

11.3

Much of the consultations with WPD that took place prior to the submission
of the DCO revolved around the suitability of a large number of existing
accesses to provide access to the various points along the grid connection
route. As detailed in the Environmental Statement Vol 6.2, 16.5.6 (ESV) this
resulted in a total of 92 accesses being proposed.

11.4

Concerns were raised early, particularly regarding the lack of visibility for
vehicles exiting many of the accesses, where carriageway widths were
narrow (some approximately 2.5m wide) and subject to the National Speed
Limit. However, WPD submitted details showing that the number of
movements associated with each access was low and considered not
unusual levels associated with field accesses, together with the relatively
short duration proposed during construction.

11.5

The Council’s Street Scene and Adoptions Manager considers that all new
or amended accesses onto highway maintainable at public expense will
require a S184 Licence for each location. Utility companies do not have a
right to carry out such works within their powers under New Roads and
Street Works Act 1991 and WPD have always applied for S184 licences in
the past.
Positive Highway Impacts

11.6

Very few of the
accesses are to
Carmarthenshire,
accordance with
16.5.54

field accesses to be used are new and the 4no new
be constructed to the Agricultural Standard used in
together with necessary visibility splays provided in
Technical Advice Note 18 (Transport). See ESV 6.2
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11.7

A number of the existing accesses are to have adjacent roadside hedges
trimmed to provide improve visibility along the carriageway, as advised in
discussions.

11.8

Facilities, such as hard surfacing and turning areas are to be provided
where necessary to ensure that vehicles can exit and enter the highway in a
forward gear from a firm surface.
Neutral Highways Impacts

11.9

Whilst a number of the accesses are in existence and traffic flows
associated with those accesses are low, as would be the case for an
agricultural field access, it is considered that passing bays are not required.

11.10 The proposed Traffic Management regime is considered necessary to
ensure minimal reversing on the highway, as exists at this time and on
many of the access routes to the pole site access locations, where the width
of carriageway is single lane.
Negative Highway Impacts
11.11 The impact of construction vehicles on the local road networks has been
considered. The Council has requested that condition surveys are taken
with representatives from both the Local Highway Authority and WPD in
order that agreement on pre and post construction road condition can be
made. Any damaged roads by construction traffic will be mitigated by repair
if appropriate, therefore negative impacts are likely to be short in duration
whilst waiting road repair. If there is no damage caused, effects will be
neutral.
11.12 A number of road crossings are proposed, as detailed in Appendix 1 of the
CMS where scaffolding is required. WPD advised (12/10/2015) that this
may necessitate road closures, which may result in longer and delayed
journeys by road users during this time.
11.13 ESV 16.6.2 details the traffic movements at 31 independent locations
throughout the study area. Flows are expected for a period of 38 weeks.
There are a high number of total movements associated with this
development and proposing to use the county’s roads. That is a negative
impact. However, the field accesses exist and the number of movements
associated with each access is likely to be comparable with agricultural use.
Furthermore the duration of the impact is expected to be short for each field
access. The construction compounds are situated at more strategically
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accessible locations and the flows from these, when considered against
background flows, is low or negligible.
Construction Traffic Management Plan & Transport Assessment.
11.14 A Transport Assessment (BFC_Vol_08.08) and a Construction Traffic
Management Plan (BFC_Vol08.7) have been produced and much of the
detail is referenced in ES Chapter 16 - Traffic and Transport.
11.15 WPD have considered the potential for conflict with AIL traffic on the A485
associated with Brechfa Forest West wind farm, where Traffic Management
Measures are required to provide a single traffic lane currently timed to
occur in Jan – Feb 2017. Discussions and assessment are on-going (13-102015) with regards to this matter though it is considered by WPD that a
Traffic Management Scheme can be designed to allow adequate
carriageway space for the movement of the AILs to proceed unhindered.
Travel Plan (within Transport Assessment)
11.16 It can be seen from the ESV, tables 16.2-16.7 & 16.10-16.11 that a high
number of movements associated with the development are generated by
LV traffic accessing the compounds etc.
11.17 Local and National guidance (TAN 18) sets out the requirement to produce
a Travel Plan where traffic flows are considered significant.
11.18 WPD does not propose to provide a Travel Plan for their development as
they consider that their practices and methodologies for the development
construction activities have in-built set principals (sic) [11.1.2]. It is proposed
to adopt these to minimise the development construction activities, promote
sustainable travel and minimise the impact upon the local highway network.
11.19 Whilst the above is to be commended it is considered that, prior to the
commencement of development, WPD should provide details of the
duration and direction of travel of the entire workforce and a schedule of
how they will travel to and from work. It is considered that in light of the
number of repetitive movements associated with the workforce coming and
going to work those steps should be taken by the developer to make the
development as sustainable as possible. This should be included in the
CTMP submitted by the developer.
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Summary of Impacts
11.20 The project’s Negative impacts will occur during the construction phase as
a result of increased traffic movements. These are considered minor and
short term in duration, whilst existing accesses will primarily be used.
Subject to mitigation being secured such as traffic management these
impacts can be reduced and become Neutral. The creation of new
agricultural accesses and the modification of existing openings are
considered a Positive impact, in addition to the hard surfacing of areas
adjacent to accesses to allow for vehicles to emerge in a forward gear.

12. Public Rights Of Way and Countryside Access
12.1

The Council’s Countryside Access Manager has assessed the proposal’s
impact upon public rights of way and access to the countryside. Details of
which are provided below:
Summary

12.2

The Environmental Statement (ES) details 16 Public Rights of Way (PROW),
1 Permissive Footpath, 2 County Promoted Walks (Bronwydd Country Walk
and the Towy Trail) and 2 Long-Distance trails (Cistercian Way and Celtic
Way), 4 Cycle Routes (including National Route 47) and 26 Forest tracks
directly affected by the proposed development.
Effects during the
construction and operational phases are detailed within the project
documentation. The Council understands that the construction phase is
approximately 9 months.

12.3 The ES also considers in detail potential visual effects on the landscape
generally (Environmental Statement, Chapter 9 ‘Landscape and Visual
Assessment’) and the ‘Visual effects on footpath users’ (Environmental
Statement Appendix 9.6, Volume 6.4) during both construction and
operational phases. Some 80 public rights of way within 1km of the proposed
development were analysed.

Assessment of Construction Impact
12.4 The Project Documentation includes a ‘Construction Traffic Management
Plan’ (Volume 8.7) which in Appendix 1 details a ‘PRoW Management
Strategy’. This includes a comprehensive analysis of each affected public
right of way and the proposed mitigation during the construction period.
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12.5

The routes affected include 13 Footpaths, 3 Byways Open to All Traffic
(BOATs) and 1 Permissive Footpath. In the majority of cases it appears that
only very short temporary closures will be required with crossings managed
during the stringing of the overhead line and for some works associated with
the underground section. Appropriate signage will be provided by the
developer.

12.6

The ‘PRoW Management Strategy’ recognises that Public Footpath 2/8
(Abergwili Community Council Area) Grid Reference: SN429225 to SN430226
will need to be diverted for the duration of the underground cable works (up to
6 months) because of the cable trench but the diversion should not, in the
Council’s view, cause substantial inconvenience to the public.

12.7

The recognition within the ‘ProW Management Strategy’ of the importance of
the provision of appropriate signage and information boards to inform the
public is welcomed and should mitigate any potential inconvenience.

12.8

The proposed wording of signage referred to in para. 3.36 of the Construction
Traffic Management Plan Appendix 1 – Volume 8.7 suggests that it is
proposed for all signage affecting public rights of way but the wording refers to
‘restriction of public access under The Countryside Access (Exclusion or
Restriction of Access)(Wales) Regulations 2003.’
The Council’s
understanding is that those regulations only apply to ‘access land’ as defined
in s1.1 of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 i.e. ‘open country’
being mountain, moor, heath or down and registered common land.
Therefore, that part of the wording would, presumably, only be appropriate in
areas of the route that pass through ‘access land’ such as Brechfa Forest.

12.9

The Council’s view is that the proposals to manage affected public rights of
way during the construction period should prove effective if fully implemented
and should mitigate any negative impact on users.

12.10 It would also be helpful if full details and timings of any temporary
closures/diversions could be provided to this Council’s Public Rights of Way
team during the course of the project so that it can advise the public should
enquiries be received. This can be secured through Requirement 9 of the
draft DCO.
Assessment of Operational Impact

12.11 The Council understands that the Proposed Development does not require
the need for any permanent closure or diversion of Public Rights of Way.
Further, that all routes will be inspected (with records kept) by the Developer
prior to, during and after the construction period with all routes being re32

instated to at least their previous condition. Therefore, the post-construction
impact on public rights of way routes directly affected by the proposed
development should be neutral.

12.12 The Project Documentation suggests that it is possible that in some cases
where surfaces may be improved on parts of Public Rights of Way used for
access during the construction phase, there is the potential for the
implementation of long-term surface improvements for the benefit of users
(subject to discussion with this Council and any relevant third party land
owners). So there is a potential positive impact in relation to some routes
assuming such improvements are suggested, agreed and delivered.

Visual Impact on Public Rights of Way in the wider area during
Construction and Operational phases

12.13 Potentially the greatest effect of the project is the visual impact on the
landscape of 25 km of overhead line and poles.

12.14 The assessment of 80 public rights of way, within 1 km of the proposed
development, contained in the ‘Visual effects on footpath users’ document
(referred to above) details approximately 7 instances of ‘Significant
(moderate) but temporary visual effect’ during the construction phase and
approximately 8 instances of ‘Significant (moderate) visual effect’ during the
operational phase. The overall assessment criteria categorise these effects
as minor adverse. So it appears that there would be limited temporary shortterm but permanent long term visual changes caused by the project from
some public rights of way, county promoted routes, cycle routes and longdistance trails. Notwithstanding this the Council’s Countryside Manager
accepts that further assessment of the proposal’s impact upon landscape
character and visual amenity appears elsewhere in the LIR.
.
12.15 It appears from ‘relevant representations’ made by the public, some elected
representatives and others that many would prefer that the entire connection
was underground which would, presumably, have no long-term visual impact
on the landscape.

12.16 The visual impact of the proposal would be negative (on the overhead line
which comprises the bulk of the route) but that impact is mitigated to an
extent by the use of wooden poles limited to between 10 metres and 20
metres in height. It is understood that of the 203 poles, 65% would be single
poles and 35% twin poles.
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Draft Development Consent Order

12.17 Article 12(5) of the Draft Development Consent Order (DCO) provides some
protection of public rights of way (PRoW) by requiring that Western Power
Distribution consults with the Council before the temporary closure, alteration
or diversion of the public rights of way specified in Schedule of the DCO.
Further if any other public rights of way need to be temporarily closed, altered
or diverted (i.e. not already specified within the DCO) the consent of the
Council is required. The Council may also attach reasonable conditions to
any such consent.

12.18 Schedule 3, Requirement 9 provides that no stage of the development can
commence affecting any public right of way specified in the public right of way
management plan until a written implementation plan and specification for its
temporary diversion has been consulted on, submitted to and approved. This
provides further procedural protection for affected public rights of way.

Summary of Impacts

12.19 The Council consider that the public footpath network will experience
Negative impacts during the construction phase from diversions and
temporary closures. Mitigation measures put forward will enable these
impacts to be mitigated. The operation of the line will result in Negative visual
impacts by the position of poles and associated wiring next to and visible from
the public footpath network. The Council’s Rights of Way and Countryside
Access Manager does however consider that that use of primarily single pole
infrastructure will have less of a visual impact than twin pole infrastructure. As
no permanent closure or diversion will be put in place during the operational
stage, this effect is judged to be Neutral. Finally, the potential for surface
improvements on some PRoW following the construction phase is considered
Positive.

13. Historic Environment
Archaeology
13.1

There is potential for disturbance to unknown archaeological remains
especially along the underground section of the line. Given the potential of
this impact the Applicant has included a draft written scheme of
investigation (WSI) in the submission documents which details a suitably
qualified person being present during works and dealing with archaeological
remains if found during the construction phase. The Council’s
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archaeological advisers, Dyfed Archaeological Trust (DAT) have raised no
objection to the proposed development are satisfied with the mitigation
methodology proposed in the draft WSI. On this basis the impact is judged
as Neutral.
Building Conservation
13.2

Within 1km of the works boundary there are 19 listed buildings, of which
one is Grade II*, the rest being Grade II. There is also one Grade II*
Registered Historic Park and Garden (Bishop’s Palace), one scheduled
monument (Y Gaer Defended Enclosure) and one Conservation Area (The
Parade). The applicant’s submitted heritage assessment indicates there will
be some minor adverse impacts on the setting of a small number of assests
within the study area. This is deemed a Negative impact although minor in
terms of significance and the conclusions drawn in WPD's ES are accepted.
Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest in Wales
(RLOHIW)

13.3

The proposal crosses the Towy Valley RLOHIW for approximately 2.5km.
The RLOHIW comprises the only designated heritage asset within the
application site. It is noted that the physical effects can be mitigated
following construction, however, the Council remains concerned regarding
the indirect impacts the OHL will have on the special character of the
RLOHIW. The undergrounding section of the line is considered to have a
Neutral impact on the Registered Historic Landscape. It is noted that
impacts upon hedgerows being removed during construction works will be
mitigated by reinstatement hedge planting. Notwithstanding this, the Council
is concerned that part of the proposed OHL is within the Registered Historic
Landscape. The proposal will therefore have a Negative impact on this
national designation. It is considered that this can be mitigated by
undergrounding a further 300m of the line between pole 84 – 86 (refer to
Section 8 of the LIR).
Summary of Impacts

13.4

The undergrounding of the line will have a Neutral impact upon potential
archaeological remains providing mitigation proposals are implemented. A
Neutral impact is also predicted in relation to the undergrounding of the line
beneath the Registered Historic Landscape, however, where the OHL is
sited within this designation, Negative impacts will occur. There will also be
Negative impacts upon the setting of a small number of buildings, although
these are minor to negligible in terms of significance.
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14. Land Use, Agriculture and Forestry
14.1

The overhead line and underground sections of the grid connection will
mainly affect agricultural land and commercial forestry plantation. The OHL
will have a small development footprint limited to an area of excavation for
the placement of 203 wooden pole structures; however, restrictions will be
placed on land immediately beneath overhead cables i.e. on built
development and planting of trees. The underground section will have a
greater footprint and would not preclude land uses except for developments
such as mineral extraction and the planting of trees and other deep rooted
species.
Construction Phase Impacts

14.2

Impacts are adjudged to be Negative on agricultural land due to the
temporary disruption caused to farming activities, however, it is
acknowledged that this is likely to be short in duration and the applicant
indicates that sufficient warning will be given to landowners before pole
construction takes place.

14.3

There will be Negative impacts upon areas of exposed soil where trenching
works are proposed, however, these are likely to be fairly minor to negligible
in nature given the duration of works and mitigation measures proposed
regarding soil stockpiles and exposed areas under soil management best
practice.

14.4

The proposed OHL through the Brechfa Forest will require a 50m wide
swath of trees to be felled to minimise the risk of mature trees falling onto
the OHL. The removal of the trees will result in about 8ha of felled timber,
and about 1ha of younger crops to be mulched. This is adjudged to have a
Neutral impact as felling activities regularly take place within the forest.
Operation Phase Impacts

14.5

The removal of 8ha of Forestry plantation will take this area of the Brechfa
Forest out of productive use for the lifetime of the development and cause a
Negative impact as a result. Further Negative impacts will occur at the edge
of the clear fell area being exposed to wind throw which could expose trees
to wind damage. Notwithstanding this the Council states in the Ecology
section of the LIR that replacement planting within this corridor will be
comprised of native specifies, which is considered a Positive mitigation
feature from a biodiversity perspective. Agricultural land will experience a
Neutral impact as it will not be taken out of productive use, although certain
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restrictions on the type of species planting and height of trees for example
will be imposed on these areas. However the proposed line crosses largely
fields used for crop production and livestock rearing therefore it is unlikely to
place any restrictions on agricultural land that will affect productivity.
Summary of Impacts
14.6

It is concluded that Negative impacts will occur during the construction
phase on farming practices although these are considered minor and short
lived. Soils will also be subject to minor Negative impacts although the
significance is adjudged to be minor given the mitigation measures
proposed. There will be a loss of productive plantation area during the
lifetime of the connection project in the Brechfa Forest. During the
operational stage there will be a Neutral impact upon farming practices as it
is unlikely land will be taken out of productive use.

15. Socio-economics, Recreation and Tourism
15.1

The application documents refer to a 1km study area that has been used to
identify any access features such as PRoW, recreation and tourism
features, such as tourism accommodation, tourism attraction and recreation
activities which might occur in that area. These include national cycle routes
4 and 47, forest roads with CROW Act status, PRoWs, 12 consented
holiday accommodation developments, along with 7 known tourism
accommodation businesses. Visitor attractions are low in number and
include the county museum in Abergwili and the Gwili railway.

15.2

During the construction phase of the proposed OHL, wires will need to be
strung across rights of way; however banksmen will be present to warn
users of stringing work which is predicted to be short in duration and cause
only minor disruption. Nevertheless this is neither Positive nor Neutral so is
judged as Negative albeit of marginal impact. The proposal will result,
during the construction phase, in the temporary diversion of one PRoW
within the undergrounding section. Members of the public will be offered an
alternative route therefore the proposal will have a Neutral impact at this
location.

15.5

During the operational phase the presence of the OHL when viewed from
access routes and tourism accommodation within the study area is
considered to have a Negative impact, as it will involve the introduction of
manmade infrastructure into a rural landscape. This may reduce the user’s
appreciation and enjoyment of the area. There will be a higher impact upon
users of nationally significant routes such as National Cycle Route 47 as the
sensitivity of the receptor is considered to be greater given the national
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status of the route. The same would apply to those those travelling through
and experiencing the Registered Historic Landscape (as referred to in
Section 8). These site scale impacts whilst considered Negative are unlikely
to have significant affects on the well being of the County’s Tourism sector.
15.4

Positive impacts have been identified in terms of possible job creation
during the construction phase. Local employers and suppliers will be
informed of the proposed construction works and participation of local and
regional companies in the tendering process will be encouraged by the
developer.
Summary of Impacts

15.5

The proposed development will have a Negative impact upon the
landscape and visual amenity of the area thus diminishing the experience of
public access users and visitors. This impact however is unlikely to
significantly harm the County’s tourism sector in terms of reduced visitor
numbers to the area or have a tangible impact on the income generation
associated with tourism within the county. The diversion of an existing
PRoW during construction works has been adjudged as having a Neutral
effect. Job creation and construction contract opportunities during the
construction phase represent a Positive impact.

16. Geology, Hydrogeology and Ground Conditions
16.1

There are no extant planning permissions for mineral extraction located
within close proximity to the proposed development although the route
crosses a number of mineral safeguarding areas for sand and gravel. At
pole and underground locations the grid connection will sterilize these
areas, however, the Negative impact of this is likely to be minor to
negligible given the area of sand and gravel available for extraction (as
indicated in the Carmarthenshire LDP proposals map).

16.2

There will be a potential risk from contamination to soils and watercourses
during the construction phase, especially at or near construction
compounds and along the underground section of the line. For example the
soil and watercourses at HDD sections could be exposed to frac out drilling
fluids. Mitigation measures are proposed in the applicant’s submission
documents that would mitigate the impact of contamination and these would
be secured through Requirements in the DCO. The CEMP will include a
process for agreeing any necessary site investigation, risk assessment and
if required remedial measures with the relevant regulators.
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16.3 It is not possible to conclude that there will be no pollution impacts however
any Negative impacts which have been outlined in the applicant’s ES can
be mitigated by the pollution prevention proposals submitted. NRW’s advice
will need to be sought on matters relating to pollution of the water
environment.
16.4

The conclusions in the ES relating to flooding potential during the
construction phase are noted as are mitigation measures put forward. The
Council raises no objection, subject to these being agreed with NRW.
Summary of Impacts

16.5

Negative impacts are concluded upon sand and gravel extraction areas,
however these are minor to negligible, whilst Negative pollution impacts
can be mitigated through DCO Requirements.

17. Hydrology, Drainage and Flood Risk
17.1

In terms of assessing the impact of flooding upon the development, the
applicant has submitted a Flood Consequences Assessment in accordance
with the Scoping Opinion issued by Pins. Notwithstanding this it is noted
that there are no permanent structures within the flood zones within the
application site apart from three poles around the crossing of the Gwili. The
Council defers this matter to NRW for comment given its remit in assessing
this impact. This also applies to Flood Defence Consents and water quality
issues as NRW are the statutory body on these matters.

17.2

Open cut works of the Nant Crychiau (near Abergwili) ordinary water course
will require Land Drainage Consent from the Council. The applicant must
apply for this consent separately as this does not form part of the DCO’s
scope.
Summary of Impacts

17.3

The Council raises no Positive, Negative or Neutral impacts at this time
given it has yet to assess an application for Land Drainage Consent. Other
matters relating to the potential pollution of the water environment and
flooding impact are deferred to NRW for assessment.
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C.

POLICY CONTEXT

18. National Policy
18.1

National Policy Statements (NPS) are the Government’s policies for the
delivery of major energy infrastructure. NPS EN-1 is the overarching
national policy statement. The policy presumes in favour of granting consent
to applications for nationally significant infrastructure projects. This
presumption applies unless any specific and relevant policies set out in NPS
clearly indicate that consent should be refused, or it is apparent to the
decision maker that the impacts of the scheme outweigh the benefits.

18.2

NPS EN-5 provides more specific policy guidance on electricity
infrastructure. Paragraph 1.5.1 says that it is the primary source of policy for
consideration of DCO applications in Wales. Specifically on the issue of
undergrounding it states at para 2.8.8 - ‘EN-1 sets out the need for new
electricity lines of 132kV and above, including overhead lines. Although
Government expects that fulfilling this need through the development of
overhead lines will often be appropriate, it recognises that there will be
cases where this is not so. Where there are serious concerns about the
potential adverse landscape and visual effects of a proposed overhead line,
the IPC will have to balance these against other relevant factors, including
the need for the proposed infrastructure, the availability and cost of
alternative sites and routes and methods of installation (including
undergrounding)’

18.3

Whilst the guidance states that the Government has not laid down any
general rule about when an overhead line should be considered
unacceptable it states at para 2.8.9 that “The IPC should, however only
refuse consent for overhead line proposals in favour of an underground or
sub-sea line if it is satisfied that the benefits from the non-overhead line
alternative will clearly outweigh any extra economic, social and
environmental impacts and the technical difficulties are surmountable. In
this context it should consider:


the landscape in which the proposed line will be set, (in particular,
the impact on residential areas, and those of natural beauty or
historic importance such as National Parks, AONBs and the
Broads)14;



the additional cost of any undergrounding or sub-sea cabling (which
experience shows is generally significantly more expensive than
overhead lines, but varies considerably from project to project
depending on a range of factors, including whether the line is buried
directly in open agricultural land or whether more complex tunnelling
and civil engineering through conurbations and major cities is
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required15. Repair impacts are also significantly higher than for
overhead lines as are the costs associated with any later uprating.);
and;


the
environmental
and
archaeological
consequences
(undergrounding a 400kV line may mean disturbing a swathe of
ground up to 40 metres across, which can disturb sensitive habitats,
have an impact on soils and geology, and damage heritage assets, in
many cases more than an overhead line would).

18.4

Although not specifically listed at 2.8.9, it is considered that consideration
should be given to the Towy Valley Registered Historic Landscape on
account that it is a landscape of national importance in the Welsh context.
As detailed in Section 8 above AJA and officers are concerned that the
Registered Historic Landscape, together with part of the locally important
Towy Valley SLA will experience unacceptable adverse impacts from the
OHL over a 300m section south of the Twyi Valley. Officers consider that
the benefits of undergrounding this section would override any additional
costs of undergrounding mainly through agricultural land. The ES has
shown that where the line is proposed beneath farmland, open cut trench
works are required and it is not considered the section in question will
require more complex tunnelling and civil engineering. It is therefore
feasible that the additional cost of undergrounding this section will not be
significant when considered as a proportion of the entire project.

18.5

In terms of the environmental cost, it is noted that the section of the OHL
AJA and officers are concerned with, will cross 3 established hedgerows
and a line of mature trees. One of these trees is said to have bat roost
potential in the ES. A small number of badger setts are also present directly
beneath the section of OHL. Whilst it is considered that there would be
some negative impacts upon biodiversity interests as a result of the
additional undergrounding, these effects can be mitigated by hedgerow
translocation, the creation of artificial badger setts and construction work
outside of seasons where the impact to species is greatest. The impact
upon potential archaeological remains can be mitigated by the Requirement
already referred to in the applicant’s draft DCO (i.e. written scheme of
investigation). The additional costs associated with mitigating these
additional impacts are considered to be outweighed by the gains in
landscape and visual terms of not having the presence of the grid
infrastructure above ground. 18.6 Notwithstanding the role NPSs play in the
decision making process, Section 104 of the Planning Act 2008 states that
the IPC panel or Council must also have regard to any reports, documents,
or other matters that “are both important and relevant to (the) decision”. As
such, Welsh national planning policy will be relevant.

18.7

Planning Policy Wales (Edition 7, July 2014) states at para 12.8.14 that “an
integrated approach should be adopted towards planning renewable and
low carbon energy developments and additional electricity grid network
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infrastructure. Additional electricity grid network infrastructure will be
needed to support the SSAs and local planning authorities should facilitate
grid developments when appropriate proposals come forward whether or
not the wind farms are to be connected are located within their authorities.”
18.8

In this instance the Council considers that the majority of the alignment is
acceptable in land use planning terms, however, due to the concerns
referred to in section 8 of the LIR, it is considered that the proposal is not
‘appropriate’ in accordance with 12.8.14. The Council therefore wishes to
see further assessment by the applicant of the section of the line in
question.

19. Carmarthenshire Local Development Plan (LDP)
(December, 2014)
19.1 An assessment of the proposal against each of the relevant policies within
the LDP will follow.
Policy SP1 – Sustainable Places and Spaces
19.1 The policy states that proposals for development will be supported where
they reflect sustainable development and design principles in accordance
with the policy criteria. Criterion d) requires development to respect local
character and distinctiveness and whilst it is recognised that the proposed
grid alignment will be underground for part of the sensitive Towy Valley SLA
and Registered Historic Landscape, the Council remain of the view that the
proposal to cross the SLA above ground would be detrimental to its local
character and distinctiveness because of the siting and scale of the
proposed OHL infrastructure. Therefore in the absence of further
undergrounding beneath these local and national landscape designations
the proposal is considered to be in conflict with Policy SP1.
19.2 Elsewhere the proposal has complied with criterion i) of the policy in that it
seeks to protect and enhance the area’s biodiversity value. Whilst there will
be some impacts in terms of the loss of trees and their associated habitats,
these are at a site scale and not along the whole of the grid alignment.
Details have been submitted to mitigate these impacts. It is considered that
the further undergrounding which AJA and officers seek from the applicant
is also capable of complying with criterion i) if acceptable mitigation to
overcome biodiversity impact is proposed. Furthermore enhancement
opportunities are being pursued through a planning obligation between the
Council and WPD for landscape and biodiversity enhancement either side of
the grid alignment.
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SP2 – Climate Change
19.3 The purpose of the proposed development is to transport electricity
generated by the Brechfa Forest West wind farm. Therefore it is considered
that the proposed development compiles with the broad intent of Policy SP2
which supports proposals which ‘respond to, are resilient to, adapt to and
minimise for the causes and impacts of climate change...’. Criterion d)
requires developments to minimise the risk of flooding including the
incorporation of measures such as SUDs and flood resilient design. It is
noted from the applicant’s submission documents that mitigation measures
are proposed which seek to be resilient to flooding and would not
exacerbate flooding. In terms of meeting criteria c) the Council will be
pursuing details through the DCO that minimise movements associated with
the project workforce.
Policy SP9 - Transportation
19.4 The policy requires that provision is made to contribute to the delivery of an
efficient, effective, safe and sustainable integrated transport system through
a range of criteria. The policy (criteria a) and c)) places an emphasis on
reducing the need to travel, particularly by private motor car and where
applicable enhancing the alternatives to the motor car. The proposed
development will generate a significant amount of construction related
traffic. The nature of the project will require movements associated with the
forms of transport the policy seeks to reduce, however, this is a construction
project and the movements will be over a short period of time.
Notwithstanding this the Council will be seeking to ensure that the
developer, through a workforce travel plan, seeks to reduce the number of
journeys of employees to and from work to ensure sustainable travel
movements are encouraged.
19.5 The operation of the proposed grid connection will not result in a significant
number of journeys and these will be limited to those associated with
ongoing maintenance and repairs. The proposal does not significantly
challenge the intent of this policy.
Policy SP10 – Sustainable Mineral Development
19.6 The policy requires that provision will be made for a continuous supply of
minerals. Mineral Safeguarding Areas (Areas of Search) identified on the
LDP proposals map to safeguard resources of hard rock, sand and gravel,
and coal where they could be worked in the future to ensure that such
resources are not necessarily sterilized by development.
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19.7 Details of how the proposal relates to Policy MPP3 (Mineral Safeguarding
Areas) are referred to below, however, in terms of this strategic policy, the
proposed development will sterilize areas of sand and gravel in the Towy
valley and to its north and south. This will be from the placing of the wooden
poles and undergrounding of the line. However, this will cover a very small
area of the wider sand and gravel safeguarding zone. Furthermore the
applicant has indicated that provision can be made to move the line in the
event that sand and gravel extraction licences are applied for in the future.
Finally the proposal does not ‘unnecessarily’ sterilize the resource as it is in
connection with a wind farm project and the need to transport the energy it
produces. The proposal therefore complies with the policy.
Policy SP13 – Protection and Enhancement of the Built and Historic
Environment
19.8 The policy requires development proposals to preserve or enhance the built
and historic environment of the County, its cultural, townscape and
landscape assets, and where appropriate their setting. The Council has
assessed the proposal’s impact upon the setting of listed buildings and
considers there to be no significant adverse unacceptable impacts,
furthermore its advisers on archaeological issues (Dyfed Archaeological
Trust) have not objected subject to a watching brief Requirement.
Notwithstanding this, part of the OHL section of the proposal is within the
Towy Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Importance in
Wales (RLOHIW) and its presence in terms scale and siting will have an
unacceptable impact upon this historic landscape designation of national
importance in that it will harm the scenic qualities of this part of the valley.
The proposal is therefore in conflict with the provisions of Policy SP13.
Policy SP14 - Protection and Enhancement of the Natural Environment
19.9 This policy requires that the proposed development should reflect the need
to protect, and wherever possible enhance the County’s natural
environment. Due consideration should be given to areas of nature
conservation, the countryside and landscape.
19.10 In terms of nature conservation, the proposal is considered to broadly
comply with the policy and those elsewhere in the plan that cover
biodiversity and statutory local and nationally designated conservation sites
(Policies EQ3, EQ4 and EQ5 refer). Where there are negative impacts the
developer proposes to mitigate these as far as possible through for
example, timing of works, replanting of trees and the creation of areas of
native species to provide wildlife corridors. The best and most versatile
agricultural land (criteria g)) of the county will not be affected by the
proposal.
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19.11 Notwithstanding the above areas which comply with the policy, there is a
section of OHL which crosses the Towy Valley Special Landscape Area. For
reasons explained above it is considered that the scale and siting of the
OHL within the SLA is unacceptable and the developer should consider
further undergrounding as detailed in section 8 of the LIR. On this basis the
proposal is considered to be contrary to criterion d) of Policy SP14.
Policy SP17 - Infrastructure
19.12 The policy states that ‘renewable energy generation and associated utility
connections will be encouraged, in appropriate locations, subject to other
Plan policies’. Although the proposal is considered to be located in an
acceptable location for most of its alignment, the section of OHL to the
south of the river Towy where it crosses part of the RLOHIW and SLA is
considered unacceptable at this location for the reasons outlined in Section
8 of the LIR. The proposal does not therefore accord with the ‘other Plan
policies’ which SP17 refers to.
Policy GP1 – Sustainability and High Quality Design
19.13 Policy GP1 covers a wide range of criteria which presume in favour of
development subject to amenity, biodiversity, design, drainage, sustainable
transport interests being retained, protected or not unacceptably harmed.
The proposal complies with criteria f) h) j) and k).
19.14 In terms of residential amenity the policy states at d) ‘it would not have a
significant impact on the amenity of adjacent land uses, properties,
residents, residents or the community’. The proximity of the OHL poles will
be a minimum of 60m from residential properties. The ES indicates that a
number of residential dwellings are considered to experience a ‘moderate’
albeit significant impact from the presence of OHL. Applying this conclusion
to the wording of the policy clearly indicates that the proposal is in conflict
with criterion d). Notwithstanding this it is noted that these impacts are at a
site specific scale rather than across the whole length of the alignment and
it is for the decision maker to determine the weight that needs to be
attributed to this impact.
19.15 The proposal is also inconsistent with criteria a), b) and i) in that a section of
the OHL south of the Towy does not conform or enhance the character and
appearance of the area in terms siting, appearance, scale and height, and
does not protect and enhance the RLOHIW, as explained above.
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Policy GP3 – Planning Obligations
19.16 The policy states that ‘the Council will where necessary seeks developers to
enter into Planning Obligations’. The applicant and the Council are currently
in discussions regarding the provision of a S.106 agreement to secure
landscape and biodiversity enhancement measures along land running
adjacent to the order of limits of the development. It is proposed that the
applicant will provide the Council with funding to secure the administration
of the scheme and landowners grants towards planting of trees and
hedgerow. This proposal broadly accords with the intent of the policy and is
also in compliance with Policy EQ4 which promotes net enhancement from
development proposals.
Policy TR1 – Primary and Core Road Networks
19.17 The policy states that ‘proposals which do not restrict traffic movement
and/or compromise the safety of the primary road network and core road
network will, where appropriate be supported’. The Council’s assessment of
the proposal’s impact upon Highway and Transportation (Section 11 of the
LIR) indicates that there will be an increase in vehicular movements from
construction traffic, temporary closures, and possible road damage from
construction activities. However, these impacts can be mitigated and will be
short in terms of their duration. On this basis significant traffic restrictions
are unlikely whilst the safety of the primary and core road network will not
be compromised. The proposal is therefore broadly in keeping with the
provisions of the policy.
Policy TR2 – Location of Development - Transport Considerations
19.18 The relevant criterion of this policy states that Proposals which have a
potential for significant trip generation will be permitted where ‘d) travel
plans have been considered and where appropriate incorporated’. The
Council will request via a Requirement a travel plan, to be prepared by the
applicant, which promotes sustainable vehicular movements by the
construction workforce.
Policy TR3 – Highways in Developments – Design Considerations
19.19 Policy TR3 requires development proposals, where appropriate to include
the ‘required access standards reflective of the relevant Class of road and
speed restrictions including visibility splays and design features and calming
measures necessary to ensure highway safety...’.
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19.20 Where the applicant proposes new or modified accesses to pole locations
these will be to the agricultural field access standard. This is considered
acceptable and therefore complies with the policy.
Policy EQ1 – Protection of Buildings, Landscapes and Features of
Historic Importance
19.21 The policy states ‘proposals for development affecting landscapes,
townscapes, buildings and sites or features of historic or archaeological
interest which by virtue of their historic importance, character or significance
within a group of features make an important contribution to the local
character and the interests of the area will only be permitted where it
preserves or enhances the built and historic environment’.
19.22 The Council has assessed the proposal’s impact upon the setting of listed
buildings and considers there to be no significant adverse unacceptable
impacts, furthermore its advisers on archaeological issues (Dyfed
Archaeological Trust) have not objected subject to a watching brief
Requirement. Notwithstanding this, as set out above, part of the OHL
section of the proposal is within the Towy Valley Registered Landscape of
Outstanding Historic Importance in Wales (RLOHIW) and its presence in
terms scale and siting will have an unacceptable impact upon this historic
landscape designation of national importance. This section of the alignment
neither preserves nor enhances the historic environment. The proposal is
therefore contrary to the policy.
Policy EQ3 – Regional and Local Designations
19.23 The policy states: ‘Proposals for development that are likely to cause
unacceptable harm to a Local Nature Reserve (LNR), or Regionally Important
Geological / Geomorphologic Sites (RIGS) will only be permitted where the
need to safeguard the substantive nature conservation value of the site or
feature is clearly outweighed by the reasons for the development or land use
change. The designation of such sites will, where appropriate, be supported.’
19.24 No impact to an LNR has been identified in the Council’s assessment of
impacts. The proposed development will however pass through a RIG
location where open cut trench works are proposed along the A485. The
RIG has already been breached by highway works, exposing the geology.
The nature of the open cut trench works will not result in unacceptable harm
to the nature conservation value of the RIG. The proposal is considered to
comply with the policy.
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Policy EQ4 – Biodiversity
19.25 Policy EQ4 states: ‘Proposals for development which have an adverse impact
on priority species, habitats and features of recognised principal importance to
the conservation of biodiversity and nature conservation, (namely those
protected by Section 42 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities
(NERC) Act 2006 and UK and Local BAP habitats and species and other than
sites and species protected under European or UK legislation) will not be
permitted, except where it can be demonstrated that:
a.

The impacts can be satisfactorily mitigated, acceptably minimised or
appropriately managed to include net enhancements;

b.

There are exceptional circumstances where the reasons for the development
or land use change clearly outweighs the need to safeguard the biodiversity
and nature conservation interests of the site and where alternative habitat
provision can be made in order to maintain and enhance local biodiversity.’

19.26 The Council has assessed that there will be negative impacts upon Lowland
Mixed Deciduous Woodland and Wet Woodland (Section 42 habitats), and
dormouse, however, these will be at a site scale in relation to woodland and
dormouse.
Disturbance during the construction phase could impact
negatively upon badger habitat. Further Negative impacts have been
identified in respect of mature trees and birds; however, the mitigation
proposals put forward will enable the impacts to become positive.
Notwithstanding the negative impacts identified it is not considered that these
are ‘adverse’ in so much that they breach the threshold of the policy.
Furthermore mitigation and enhancement proposals put forward by the
applicant comply with parts a and b of the EQ4.
Policy EQ5 – Corridors, Networks and Features of Distinctiveness
19.27 The policy states: ‘Proposals for development which would not adversely
affect those features which contribute to local distinctiveness/qualities of the
County, and to the management and/or development of ecological networks
(wildlife corridor networks), accessible green corridors and their continuity and
integrity will be permitted. Proposals which include provision for the retention
and appropriate management of such features will be supported (provided
they conform to the policies and proposals of this Plan).’
19.28 The Council’s assessment of the project’s biodiversity and ecological impacts
has found there to be a negative effect on the loss of trees, some hedgerow
and the associated habitats they relate to. Notwithstanding this these impacts
can be adequately mitigated and the harm ‘would not adversely affect those
features which contribute to local distinctiveness/qualities of the County.
Furthermore it is considered that the mitigation proposals submitted in the
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form of replanting will reinstate ecological networks. Notwithstanding this the
policy’s aim is to also protect valuable landscapes and as such there will be
an impact from part of the OHL where is crosses the part of the SLA and
Registered Historic Landscape.
Policy EQ6 – Special Landscape Areas (SLA)
19.29 The policy states: ‘Proposals for development which enhance or improve the
Special Landscape Areas through their design, appearance and landscape
schemes will be permitted (subject to the policies and proposals of this Plan)’
19.30 The proposed development crosses the Tywi Valley SLA. The
undergrounding of the line through much of the SLA is considered a positive
mitigation proposal that ensures the character of this local landscape
designation is maintained, however, the Council remains concerned that
further undergrounding has not been proposed. A section of the OHL within
part of the Twyi SLA will have significant adverse residual landscape effects
upon the SLA in combination with the Registered Historic Landscape which
is referred to in Section 8 of the LIR. This impact neither enhances nor
improves the SLA and therefore the proposal is contrary to Policy EQ6.
Policy EP1 – Water Quality and Resources
19.31 The Policy states: ‘Proposals for development will be permitted where they
do not lead to a deterioration of either the water environment and/or the
quality of controlled waters. Proposals will, where appropriate, be expected
to contribute towards improvements to water quality.
Watercourses will be safeguarded through biodiversity/ecological buffer
zones/corridors to protect aspects such as riparian habitats and species;
water quality and provide for flood plain capacity. Proposals will be permitted
where they do not have an adverse impact on the nature conservation,
fisheries, public access or water related recreation use of the rivers in the
County.
Proposals will wherever possible be required to make efficient use of water
resources’
19.32 The applicant’s ES concludes that that there will be no significant effects
upon water quality or resources and adequate mitigation measures are to
be provided in the Construction Environmental Management Plan. The
Council, as a consultee in this process has not consulted NRW on these
matters in the same way it would with a normal planning application
therefore subject to a favourable response from NRW to Pins it is likely that
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the proposal will be in accord with the Policy. Land drainage consents for
works to ordinary water courses will have to be obtained from the Council
prior to development.
Policy EP2 – Pollution
19.33 The Policy states: ‘Proposals for development should wherever possible
seek to minimise the impacts of pollution’. The Council’s Public Protection
Section has raised no adverse comments or significant effects arising from
the proposal’s impacts upon noise and air quality. Subject to appropriate
construction method statements that provide more detail on the construction
process, it is considered that the proposal complies with the policy. In terms
of pollution of the water environment, the Council defers on this issue to
NRW for comment.
Policy EP3 – Sustainable Drainage
19.34 The Policy states: “Proposals for development will be required to
demonstrate that the impact of surface water drainage, including the
effectiveness of incorporating Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS), has
been fully investigated. The details and options resulting from the
investigation must show that there are justifiable reasons for not
incorporating SUDS into the scheme in accordance with section 8 of TAN
15”.
19.35 The applicant confirms in the ES that flows resulting from the primary
construction phase of proposed development do not exceed infiltration
rates. They confirm that flows would be directed to an attenuation facility
and will not impact on land outside of the site. These proposals appear
broadly in line with the policy and subject to no adverse comments from
NRW it is considered the proposal complies with EP3.
MPP3 – Mineral Safeguarding
19.36 The Policy states: Planning permission will not be granted for development
proposals where they would permanently sterilise resources of aggregates
and coal identified within the mineral safeguarding areas (areas of search)
identified on the proposals map a number of criteria can be met’.
19.37 Whist the proposed line will sterilize land where the alignment crosses it
through the positioning of wooden poles and the underground sections of
cable, WPD can divert the proposed development in the future should
consent for mineral extraction be granted. Furthermore the proposal will
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cover a small area of the sand and gravel designation, parts of which may
be deemed environmentally unacceptable to extract (i.e. River Towy SAC).
The proposal broadly complies with the policy.
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D. Development
Consent
Order,
Requirements and Obligations

Planning

Part 4 – Supplemental Powers – 17. Defence to proceedings in respect
of statutory nuisance
20.1

Clarification is sought from the applicant that Part 4, 17 only relates to noise
and no other statutory nuisance under s.829(1) EPA 1980.
Schedule 3 Requirement 16 – Lighting

20.2

It is suggested that the Requirement is re-worded so the details of lighting
are submitted to the Local Authority for approval prior to construction, so
that possible pollution impacts can be assessed.
Schedule 3 Requirement 17 – Construction Traffic Management Plan

20.3

It is suggested that a Travel Plan is included within the provisions of the
Requirement. In light of the number of repetitive movements associated with
the workforce coming and going to work steps should be taken by the
developer to make the development as sustainable as possible. The Travel
Plan should include these details. CCC are therefore unable to agree to the
current wording of the Requirement until an agreed Travel Plan is integrated
within the CTMP.
Schedule 3 Requirement
management plan

20.4

20

–

Construction

environmental

A previous iteration of the draft DCO required the CEMP to be submitted
and agreed by the LA prior to construction. Now the DCO states that the
‘authorised development shall be implemented in accordance with the
approved CEMP’ and not approved prior to construction by the Council. In
its current form the Council is of the view that the CEMP does not contain
information to fully assess the construction phase. The applicant will be
unable to secure compliance if information and data not present within
current version of CEMP is not approved by the Council prior to
development commencing. The applicant has been advised to provide more
detail to the Council before it agrees that the content of the CEMP is
acceptable.
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20.5

Annex 1 (Waste Management Plan) does not contain volume targets. These
are to be determined before construction. The Council should have sight of
this information before development commences, however, there is nothing
in the wording of the Requirement that sets the time for the submission of
these details.

20.6

The Council wishes to see details of the equipment that will be used, nature
of works, duration of works, mitigation measures etc in the CEMP. These
details need to be agreed by CCC before it can agree to the current wording
of the Requirement.

20.7

Annex 3 - Water Management Plan states at 1.7.4 that “the frequency and
duration of the monitoring programme will be agreed with the regulators
prior to the commencement of monitoring activities”. There is no way the
Requirement binds the applicant to submit these details under the current
wording.

20.8

The applicant may wish to consider that incomplete elements of the CEMP
are provided as separate stand alone Requirements. The Council also
notes that there is no Requirement dealing with the lifetime of the
development and associated decommissioning. The proposed development
will transport energy from the Brechfa Forest West wind farm – a
development with a 25 year consent. The Council is mindful that there is no
Requirement dealing with the removal of the grid connection at the time of
the wind farm being decommissioned, exposing the potential of the line
being redundant. The applicant has been advised to provide details of how
the grid connection will be used when the wind farm consent expires and is
no longer generating electricity.
Planning Obligation

20.9

The Council and the applicant are both in agreement with the principle of a
Section 106 agreement that will provide a fund to pay for landscape and
habitat enhancement on land adjacent to the order of limits along with the
administration of the scheme. The Council is currently in discussion
regarding the total sum it will receive and repayment dates if the fund is not
spent.
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E.

Conclusion
Summary of the Positive, Negative and Neutral Impacts of the
Proposed Development

21.1

The Pins Advice Note: Local Impact Reports (April 2012) states that the LIR
“...should consist of a statement of positive, neutral and negative local
impacts, but it does not need to contain a balancing exercise between
positive and negatives...” It further states that: “It would assist the
Commission if the local authority is able to give its views on the relative
importance of different social environmental or economic issues and the
impact of the scheme on them”.

21.2

This concluding section of the LIR provides a summary of the positive,
negative and neutral impacts of the matters covered in Sections 8 – 17 of
the LIR.
Positive
Socio-Economics, Recreation and Tourism





Employment opportunities
Local supply chain economic benefits
Short term benefits to local accommodation providers
Securing renewable energy supply

Ecology


Recreation of native habitats within plantation woodland and the
provision of a financial contribution through a S.106 towards
landscape and habitat enhancement outside of the order of limits

Traffic and Transportation


Creation of new and modified agricultural accesses to highway
standards
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Public Rights of Way and Countryside Access


Potential for surface improvements on some PRoW following the
construction phase

Neutral
Landscape and Visual


Undergrounding of the line beneath part of the SLA and Registered
Historic Landscape

Hydrology, Drainage and Flood Risk


The assessment of impacts is deferred to NRW

Negative
Landscape and Visual


Impacts on the landscape character and qualities of Towy Valley
RLOHIW and the Towy Valley SLA [refer Holford Rules NPS EN-5,
section 2.8.6]



Impacts on the visual amenity of local residents [as detailed in ES
Chapter 9 9.7.35]



Impacts upon recreational users of wider public footpath network [as
detailed in ES Chapter 9 9.7.35]



Cumulative effects arising from converging/diverging lines [at viewpoint
5, refer Holford Rules NPS EN-5, section 2.8.6]

Noise, Vibration and Air Quality



Noise from construction works will be experienced at a small number of
dwellings
Dust impact from construction works
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Ecology




Loss of lowland mixed deciduous woodland and wet woodland (Section
42)
Badger habitat
Dormouse habitat

Traffic and Transportation


Increased traffic movements along the highway network during the
construction phase

Socio-Economics, Recreation and Tourism



Impact upon tourist receptors at public access locations
Impact upon landscape and visual amenity along sections of the line

Public Rights of Way and Countryside Access



Diversions and temporary closures during the construction phase.
Mitigated by alternative routes
Visual impacts associated with poles and wiring during the operational
phase

Historic Environment



Negative impact on the settings of a small number of buildings as
listed in para 11.7.6, Chapter 11 of the applicant’s ES, although
conclusions in the ES are agreed.
Negative impacts on the character of the Towy Valley Registered
Historic Landscape,

Land Use, Agriculture and Forestry



Minor disruption to farming activities during the construction phase
Loss of productive commercial plantation
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Geology, Hydrogeology and Ground Conditions


Sterilization of parts of a sand and gravel safeguarding area

Summary of Appraisal of Compliance of the Proposed Development
with Local Policy
22.1 A full appraisal of the proposal against local planning policies is set out in
Section C of the LIR. The proposed development complies with some
policies but is against others. A summary is provided below:
In Compliance:
SP2

Climate Change

SP9

Transportation

SP10

Sustainable Mineral Development

GP3

Planning Obligations

TR1

Primary and Core Road Networks

TR2

Location of Development – Transport Considerations

TR3

Highways in Development – Design Considerations

EQ3

Regional and Local Designations

EQ4

Biodiversity

MPP3

Mineral Safeguarding
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Not In Compliance:
SP1

Sustainable Places and Spaces

SP13

Protection and Enhancement of the Built and Historic
Environment

SP14

Protection and
Environment

SP17

Infrastructure

GP1

Sustainability and High Quality Design

EQ1

Protection of Buildings, Landscapes and Features of
Historic Importance

EQ5

Corridors, Networks and Features of Distinctiveness

EQ6

Special Landscape Areas

Enhancement

of

the

Natural
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APPENDIX 1
STRATEGIC SEARCH AREA G – WINDFARM SITES

Strategic Search Area G Wind Farm Development Sites
Scale 1:55000
Template: U:\xgapps\template\ccc_a3l.wor

Cyngor Sir Caerfyrddin
Adran Cyfarwyddiaeth
8 Heol Spilman
Caerfyddrin
SA31 1JY

Carmarthenshire County Council
Regeneration Department
8 Spilman Street
Carmarthen
SA31 1JY

BRECHFA FOREST EAST WIND FARM
Developer: RWE NPower renewables
Number of turbines : 12
Generating capacity (MW); 24-36 MW
Height or turbines 145 meter
Status: Approved October 2014

BRYN LLYWELYN WIND FARM
Developer:Renewable Energy Systems
UK and Ireland Ltd (RES)
Number of Turbines: 21
Generating Capacity (MW):37.8 - 48.3
Height of Turbines:127m
Status: Planning Appeal Dismissed

ALLTWALIS WIND FARM
Developer:Statkraft Vind
Number of Turbines:10
Generating Capacity:23 MW
Height of Turbines:110.5m
Status:Operational (since Nov 2009)
BRECHFA FOREST WEST WIND FARM
Developer: RWE NPower renewables
Number of turbines: 28
Generating capacity (MW): 56-84 MW
Height of turbines: 145 meters
Status: Consented 12th March 2013

© Hawlfraint y Goron a hawliau cronfa ddata 2015 Arolwg Ordnans 100023377 © Crown copyright and database rights 2015 Ordnance Survey 100023377

Additional information: ¬ Carmarthenshire County Council

APPENDIX 2
STRATEGIC SEARCH AREA G – BOUNDARY MAP

APPENDIX 3
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Appendix 3
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Appendix 3
Carmarthenshire Local Development Plan
(Adopted December 2014)
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Appendix 3
Carmarthenshire Local Development Plan
(Adopted December 2014)
GA1 Carmarthen, Abergwili, Johnstown, Llangunnor & Trevaughan Inset Map Extract

APPENDIX 4
CARMARTHENSHIRE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
(DECEMBER 2014) – RELEVANT POLICIES

SP1 Sustainable Places and Spaces
Proposals for development will be supported where they reflect sustainable
development and design principles by:
a. Distributing development to sustainable locations in accordance with
the settlement framework, supporting the roles and functions of the
identified settlements;
b. Promoting, where appropriate, the efficient use of land including
previously developed sites;
c. Integrating with the local community, taking account of character and
amenity as well as cultural and linguistic considerations;
d. Respecting, reflecting and, wherever possible, enhancing local character
and distinctiveness;
e. Creating safe, attractive and accessible environments which contribute
to people’s health and wellbeing and adhere to urban design best
practice;
f. Promoting active transport infrastructure and safe and convenient
sustainable access particularly through walking and cycling;
g. Utilising sustainable construction methods where feasible;
h. Improving social and economic wellbeing;
i. Protect and enhance the area’s biodiversity value and where
appropriate, seek to integrate nature conservation into new
development.
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO2, SO3, SO4, SO7, SO9, SO11, SO13,
SO14
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

SP2 Climate Change
Development proposals which respond to, are resilient to, adapt to and minimise for
the causes and impacts of climate change will be supported. In particular proposals
will be supported where they:
a. Adhere to the waste hierarchy and in particular the minimisation of
waste;
b. Promote the efficient consumption of resources (including water);
c. Reflect sustainable transport principles and minimise the need to
travel, particularly by private motor car;
d. Avoid, or where appropriate, minimise the risk of flooding including
the incorporation of measures such as SUDS and flood resilient
design;
e. Promote the energy hierarchy by reducing energy demand, promoting
energy efficiency and increasing the supply of renewable energy;
f. Incorporate appropriate climate responsive design solutions including
orientation, layout, density and low carbon solutions (including design
and construction methods) and utilise sustainable construction
methods where feasible.

Proposals for development which are located within areas at risk from flooding will be
resisted unless they accord with the provisions of TAN 15.
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO2, SO4, SO5 and SO10
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

SP9 Transportation
Provision is made to contribute to the delivery of an efficient, effective, safe and
sustainable integrated transport system through:
a. Reducing the need to travel, particularly by private motor car;
b. Addressing social inclusion through increased accessibility to
employment, services and facilities;
c. Supporting and where applicable enhancing alternatives to the motor
car, such as public transport (including park and ride facilities and
encourage the adoption of travel plans), and active transport through
cycling and walking;
d. Re-enforcing the function and role of settlements in accordance with
the settlement framework;
e. Promoting the efficient use of the transport network;
f. The use of locational considerations for significant trip generating
proposals, with design and access solutions within developments to
promote accessibility by non car modes of transport.
Transport routes, improvements and associated infrastructural facilities which deliver
the objectives and priorities of the Regional Transport Plan for South West Wales will
be supported. Furthermore, maintaining and enhancing good traffic flows and the
attractiveness and viability of more sustainable transport modes which support the
strategy and its sustainable objectives will also be supported. Development proposals
which do not prejudice the efficient implementation of any identified improvement or
scheme will be permitted.
The following improvements to the highway infrastructure will be safeguarded and the
routes identified on the proposals map:
1. Cross Hands Economic Link Road
2. Carmarthen West Link Road
The following Welsh Government improvements to the highway infrastructure will be
safeguarded:
3. A483 Llandeilo and Ffairfach Improvement – Phase 3
4. A40 Llanddewi Velfrey to Penblewin (Formerly St
Haverfordwest) – Phase 3

Clears

to

Strategic Objectives Supported: SO2 and SO10
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

SP10 Sustainable Mineral Development
Provision will be made for a continuous supply of minerals by:
a. Maintaining an adequate landbank of permitted aggregate reserves
throughout the Plan period;
b. Encouraging the efficient and appropriate use of minerals;
c. Encouraging the re-use and recycling of suitable minerals as an
alternative to primary won aggregates.
Mineral Safeguarding Areas (Areas of Search) identified on the Proposals Map to
safeguard resources of hard rock, sand and gravel, and coal where they could be
worked in the future to ensure that such resources are not unnecessarily sterilised by
development. Proposals for extraction of the resource would need to accord with all
relevant policies of this Plan.
In interpreting this policy, a landbank is a stock of planning permissions for the
winning and working of minerals. It is composed of the sum of all permitted reserves
at active and inactive sites at any given point in time and for a given area.
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO5
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

SP13 Protection and Enhancement of the Built and Historic
Environment
Development proposals should preserve or enhance the built and historic
environment of the County, its cultural, townscape and landscape assets (outlined
below), and, where appropriate, their setting. Proposals relating to the following will
be considered in accordance with national guidance and legislation.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Sites and features of recognised Historical and Cultural Importance;
Listed buildings and their setting;
Conservation Areas and their setting;
Scheduled Ancient Monuments and other sites of recognised
archaeological importance.

Proposals will be expected to promote high quality design that reinforces local
character and respects and enhances the local setting and the cultural and historic
qualities of the plan area.

Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO4 and SO7
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

SP14 Protection and Enhancement of the Natural Environment
Development should reflect the need to protect, and wherever possible enhance the
County’s natural environment.
All development proposals should be considered in accordance with national
guidance/legislation and the policies and proposals of this Plan, with due
consideration given to areas of nature conservation value, the countryside,
landscapes and coastal areas, including those outlined below:
a. Statutory designated sites including Ramsar sites, SPAs, SACs, SSSIs
and National Nature Reserves;
b. Biodiversity and Nature Conservation Value, including protected
species and habitats of acknowledged importance as well as key
connectivitycorridors and pathways; (Policy EQ4 and EQ5)
c. Regional and Locally important sites (and their features) including
Local Nature Reserves and RIGS; (see Policy EQ3)
d. Areas of identified Landscape and Seascape quality; (including SLAs)
e. Features which contribute to local distinctiveness, nature
conservation value or the landscape; (see Policy EQ5)
f. The Open Countryside; (see Policy GP2)
g. The best and most versatile agricultural land; (Grade 2 and 3a)
h. Natural assets: including air, soil (including high carbon soils)
controlled waters and water resources. (See Policies EP1 and EP2)
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO4, SO5 and SO7
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

SP17 Infrastructure
Development will be directed to locations where adequate and appropriate
infrastructure is available or can be readily provided. The LDP therefore supports the
economic provision of infrastructure by allocating sites in identified settlements and
in accordance with the Settlement Framework.
Renewable energy generation and associated utility connections will be encouraged,
in appropriate locations, subject to other Plan policies.
Proposals for ancillary developments to the utilities infrastructure will be permitted
where:
a. They have regard to their setting;
b. Incorporate landscaping;
c. Do not conflict with the areas built, historic, cultural and nature
conservation and landscape qualities. (Policy SP13 and SP14)
Planning Obligations relating to developer contributions towards necessary
infrastructure improvements may be sought subject to policy GP3.
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO5 and SO9
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

Policy GP1 Sustainability and High Quality Design
Development proposals will be permitted where they accord with the following:
a. It conforms with and enhances the character and appearance of the
site, building or area in terms of siting, appearance, scale, height,
massing, elevation treatment, and detailing;
b. It incorporates existing landscape or other features, takes account of
site contours and changes in levels and prominent skylines or ridges;
c. Utilises materials appropriate to the area within which it is located;
d. It would not have a significant impact on the amenity of adjacent land
uses, properties, residents or the community;
e. Includes an integrated mixture of uses appropriate to the scale of the
development;
f. It retains, and where appropriate incorporates important local features
(including buildings, amenity areas, spaces, trees, woodlands and
hedgerows) and ensures the use of good quality hard and soft
landscaping and embraces opportunities to enhance biodiversity and
ecological connectivity;
g. It achieves and creates attractive, safe places and public spaces,
which ensures security through the ‘designing-out-crime’ principles of

h.

i.

j.
k.
l.
m.

n.

Secured by Design (including providing natural surveillance, visibility,
well lit environments and areas of public movement);
An appropriate access exists or can be provided which does not give
rise to any parking or highway safety concerns on the site or within
the locality;
It protects and enhances the landscape, townscape, historic and
cultural heritage of the County and there are no adverse effects on the
setting or integrity of the historic environment;
It ensures or provides for, the satisfactory generation, treatment and
disposal of both surface and foul water;
It has regard to the generation, treatment and disposal of waste.
It has regard for the safe, effective and efficient use of the
transportation network;
It provides an integrated network which promotes the interests of
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport which ensures ease of
access for all;
It includes, where applicable, provision for the appropriate
management and eradication of invasive species.

Proposals will also be considered in light of the policies and provisions of this Plan
and National Policy (PPW: Edition 7 and TAN12: Design (2014)).
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO2, SO3, SO4, SO5, SO7, SO9, SO10,
SO11, SO13 and SO14
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

Policy GP3 Planning Obligations
The Council will, where necessary seek developers to enter into Planning Obligations
(Section 106 Agreements), or to contribute via the Community Infrastructure Levy to
secure contributions to fund improvements to infrastructure, community facilities and
other services to meet requirements arising from new developments.
Where applicable, contributions will also be sought towards the future and ongoing
maintenance of such provision either in the form of initial support or in perpetuity.
In implementing this policy schemes will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO3, SO4, SO6, SO7, SO8, SO9 and SO13
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

Policy TR1 Primary and Core Road Networks
Proposals which do not restrict traffic movement and/or compromise the safety of the
primary road network and core network will, where appropriate be supported. The
primary road network and core network is defined in Appendix 7.
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO2, SO3, SO4, SO5, SO6, SO8, SO9,
SO10, SO11, SO12, SO13 and SO14
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

Policy TR2 Location of Development – Transport Considerations
Proposals which have a potential for significant trip generation will be permitted
where:
a. It is located in a manner consistent with the plans strategic objectives,
its settlement framework and its policies and proposals;
b. It is accessible to non car modes of transport including public
transport, cycling and walking;
c. Provision is made for the non-car modes of transport and for those
with mobility difficulties in the design of the proposal and the
provision of on site facilities;
d. Travel Plans have been considered and where appropriate
incorporated.
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO2, SO3, SO4, SO5, SO6, SO8, SO9,
SO10, SO11, SO12, SO13 and SO14
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

Policy TR3 Highways in Developments - Design Considerations
The design and layout of all development proposals will, where appropriate, be
required to include:
a. An integrated network of convenient and safe pedestrian and cycle
routes (within and from the site) which promotes the interests of
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport;
b. Suitable provision for access by public transport;
c. Appropriate parking and where applicable, servicing space in
accordance with required standards;
d. Infrastructure and spaces allowing safe and easy access for those
with mobility difficulties;

e. Required access standards reflective of the relevant Class of road and
speed restrictions including visibility splays and design features and
calming measures necessary to ensure highway safety and the ease
of movement is maintained, and where required enhanced;
f. Provision for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to allow for the
disposal of surface water run off from the highway.
Proposals which do not generate unacceptable levels of traffic on the surrounding
road network and would not be detrimental to highway safety or cause significant
harm to the amenity of residents will be permitted.
Proposals which will not result in offsite congestion in terms of parking or service
provision or where the capacity of the network is sufficient to serve the development
will be permitted. Developers may be required to facilitate appropriate works as part
of the granting of any permission.
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO2, SO3, SO4, SO5, SO6, SO7, SO8,
SO9, SO10, SO11, SO12, SO13 and SO14
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

Policy EQ1 Protection of Buildings, Landscapes and Features of
Historic Importance
Proposals for development affecting landscapes, townscapes buildings and sites or
features of historic or archaeological interest which by virtue of their historic
importance, character or significance within a group of features make an important
contribution to the local character and the interests of the area will only be permitted
where it preserves or enhances the built and historic environment.
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO4, SO7 and SO12
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

Policy EQ3 Regional and Local Designations
Proposals for development that are likely to cause unacceptable harm to a Local
Nature Reserve (LNR), or Regionally Important Geological/Geomorphological Sites
(RIGS) will only be permitted where the need to safeguard the substantive nature
conservation value of the site or feature is clearly outweighed by the reasons for the
development or land use change.
The designation of such sites will, where appropriate, be supported.

Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO4, SO5, SO6, SO7 and SO8
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

Policy EQ4 Biodiversity
Proposals for development which have an adverse impact on priority species,
habitats and features of recognised principal importance to the conservation of
biodiversity and nature conservation, (namely those protected by Section 42 of the
Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006 and UK and Local BAP
habitats and species and other than sites and species protected under European or
UK legislation) will not be permitted, except where it can be demonstrated that:
a. The impacts can be satisfactorily mitigated, acceptably minimised or
appropriately managed to include net enhancements;
b. There are exceptional circumstances where the reasons for the
development or land use change clearly outweighs the need to
safeguard the biodiversity and nature conservation interests of the
site and where alternative habitat provision can be made in order to
maintain and enhance local biodiversity.
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO4, SO5, SO6, SO7 and SO8
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

Policy EQ5 Corridors, Networks and Features of Distinctiveness
Proposals for development which would not adversely affect those features which
contribute local distinctiveness/qualities of the County, and to the management
and/or development of ecological networks (wildlife corridor networks), accessible
green corridors and their continuity and integrity will be permitted.
Proposals which include provision for the retention and appropriate management of
such features will be supported (provided they conform to the policies and proposals
of this Plan).
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO4, SO5, SO6, SO7, SO8 and SO12
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

Policy EQ6 Special Landscape Areas
Special Landscape Areas are designated in the following locations and as identified
on the Proposals Map:
Tywi Valley
Carmarthenshire Limestone Ridge
Teifi Valley
Drefach Velindre
Bran Valley (North of Llandovery)
Mynydd Mallaen
Llanllwni Mountain
North Eastern Uplands
Mynydd y Betws
Gwendraeth Levels
Pembrey Mountain
Swiss Valley
Talley
Lwchwr Valley
Lower Taf Valley
Cwm Cathan
Cothi Valley
Carmarthen Bay and Estuaries
Proposals for development which enhance or improve the Special Landscape Areas
through their design, appearance and landscape schemes will be permitted (subject
to the policies and proposals of this Plan).
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO1, SO4, SO5, SO6, SO7, SO8 and SO12
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

Policy MPP3 Mineral Safeguarding
Planning permission will not be granted for development proposals where they would
permanently sterilise resources of aggregates and coal identified within the mineral
safeguarding areas (areas of search) identified on the proposals map unless:
a. The applicant can demonstrate that the extraction of the mineral is
impracticable, uneconomic or environmentally unacceptable
(including compromising amenity and social considerations); or
b. The mineral resource has already been extracted; or
c. The mineral can be extracted satisfactorily prior to the development
taking place; or
d. The development is of a temporary nature and can be completed and
the site restored within the timescale that the mineral is likely to be
needed; or,

e. The nature and location of the development would have no significant
impact on the potential working of the resource.
Strategic Objectives Supported: SO2, SO4, SO5, SO10, SO11 and SO13
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies and proposals of this
LDP.

